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Eternal Spirit, from the hoary rock that,
imbedded beneaththe sea, marksthe boundary line of changing waters, to the pinecovered hill which divides the valley, we

see thy altar-s—and in silence they impress
upon the spirit within a sense of thy res‘c e of
ence, filling and enthusing each
INVOCATION.
animated matter with the aura which dwells
Eternal Inw of Life, Divine Cause, re- in ad matter, and perfects all life. Let the
lated to and eternal with all causes, we wise men and prophets who dwell within
worship thee through works as revealed the inner sanctuar of higher spheres imto mankind. As the reat Fundamental press all souls wi
a true sense of who,
Principle of all animate and inanimate sub- what, and where thou art. We bless thee,
stance, we bless the, and desire to compre- we adore thee, and by our best deeds we
hend that within us which is of thee, and worship thee. Amen.
through which we are to perfect every part
QUESTIONS AN D ANSWERS.
of ourselves.
Conductor—There
is much that we wish
souls
with
their
man -colored
Waiting
views linger around thy footstoo , earth, to speak about, but we find that there are
striving to catch through their prismatical causes within the circle of physical laws
minds a perfect analysis of what thou art. which im 'r the perfect action of the s iritual.
e do not like to complain, ut
Strengthen, Great S irit, their wisdom, that there
seems such a want of interest within
the rays of know!
may fall in perfect
order upon them, an reveal the
light the minds of those who are constantly urgwhich is of thee, and by thy great triune ing us to visit them, that we feel forced, as
law exists as an identical part of thee in a teacher and director, to admonish such for
the little interest that they evince as re ds
man. Bid thy messengers to cast the seed
where the rich and fertile soil lies, that the questions. It is questions which are to ring
action of
fruit it there forms may advanceand enrich out the mind, to create a
all who shall gather at the fruitage feast. mind upon mind, and ena le us to gain a
over the medium who
May each feast reveal, through the works more perfect control of
the question awaits
accomplished, the wondrous power of thy through the stimulus
It is not necessary to dig
spirit. Through the clarion notes of facts our cointo idden
lore, searching for abwhich sound upon the echoing tide of events, deep
let these th messe ers herald the advent struse questions," which, when answered, only
serve to mystif the minds of the mass. Let
of truth,
e sounding key of an
such as will serve to edueternal existence revealed by man unto man, your uestlons
minds. Ask for facts concerning
made perfect through thy laws, advancing cate
and increasing as the knowledgegained sat- spirit life, and sublime truths will be given
isfies man of thee, and makes more perfect unto you.
the trinity of his being.
Question—The following question was
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laid upon the table at our last
“Where and how is the spirit
while the body is sleeping? ”

meeting:
employed

Answer—Many spirits rest ; clinging close
body, they continue to impart that
to the
spiritual element which is n
body while in thatcondition known as sleep.
Through natural laws the aura of the spirit
is thrown oil‘, so as to mingle with the electro va r of the
organism, renewe vitality w ich the duties of the

to the

cal
ins“;g state havephysi
exhausted.

w

'

The fine-spun electricthread which unites
the spirit to the body lays in a passive condition—no longer throws out its voltaic current along the delicate thread-membrane or
nerve-center, to act upon the brain—but
submerges into a perfect uietude, a passivity like unto a tenantless y; but touch
or disturb the body, and you quickly move
the electric fluid, which, floating over the
brain, acts immediately upon it, and sets all
the threads of sensation in motion. This
fluid which generates through the action of
the spirit upon the material
of man,
we term the agent through which the spirit
moves and works.
Were you able to enter into the clairvoyant state, you would see from out the spirit
cord an emanation of li ht; this is the
electro vapor; it engulfs e sleeping form
and bids it rest; keeping itself in perfect
harmony with the material part, it places
man at rest between the two worlds. But
when once you disturb the material element
by any motion that comes in contact with
the sleeping form, this va r is concentrated,
and like a stream of flui rushes in a direct
line alon the nerve-center. and brings into
action the machinery of the body.
There are men and women so 0
ised
thatthe spiritual
of themselves oes its
test amount 0 work when the body has
allen into slumber. They are often conducted by their spirit guides into the realms
irit still
or spheres above their own. The
clinging to the body, draws out e silver
thread which unites it to the body, and
under the guidance of the spirit conductor
it often traverses throu h vast realms. No
injury can be done to t e sleeper, unless the
body be slain; the thread remains united
through its subtle va r to the organism,
and is not a division 0 the spirit from the
body—it is only a lengthening of the silver
link. Such mortals possess the wer of
clairvoyance and sewnd sight, an find it
only in slumber, because of the positive elements of which their bodies are composed.’

all

J’. K.

I have been invited by the conductor to
give you a few words before the hand disperses. Let us converse for a while upon
the subject of free thought and free speech.
You are aware that all worlds are composed of good and bad, bitter and sweet, and
so cunning has nature spun the threads that
it were hard to discover which were the
t—anditisonlyb givin afreenein
to thought thatthe true owl go of what
of humanity can be
is for the common
found. You are to understand the good by
the knowledge you have gained of evil. In
no other
govern ourselves
than by this owl go. The so which in
its perfect independence and freedom, unlooses the bonds of fear, and as a brave man
discards all moral cowardice, and expresses
freely his views upon all laws and all condiand considertions of laws,
ing vice with its uring charms, and yet as
an expounder of truth, abstaining from the
corrupting influence of evil. is a greater
conqueror than he who subdues empires.
What are all the virtues of humanity when
cloistered through fear, they hold them-

wayncanetyou

comprehending

selves hermit-like with unexercised virtue,
that, as a 'tive, sits in fearful silence.
drawing, sna' -like, his head withinhis shell,
lest he see his adversary? Are they marching for the goal of great rice ?—who have
never by any effort of
ought brought to
life the power of reasoning? If so, they
may as well give up the journey; for it is
only throughfreedom and an ever-increasing
desire to give swift wing to all manner of
reason that they can gain the light of re-

demption.
The liberty to know and utter according
to conscience, is the liberty which achieves
the great victory over all wrongs. In no
way can the victory become complete, only
through a close survey of all in life. It 18
through the close investigation of error that
you find the truth. How can ou best accomplish this, but. by reading men's writings, and hearing all mens ssyin 1 It
matters not how strange or diverse e doctrines may be. If you
yourselves on
the platform of truth w c you reach forth
to investigate, you will never fail to clinch
the falsehood, and out of the chaff bring
the whole grains.
Let your thoughts have free lay, and let
the world know them. If the than t born
comes throu h the investigation 0 evil, it
but fulfills t e divine law, and brings out
of the corrupt a perfect part, which as a

{discs
'
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light of truth burns eternally. There will feed upon the spiritual food of true revebe no need of strategies, no need of chi- lations.
The tide runs high and the waters are
canery, to establish a truth. Such are but
the weapons used by adversaries who strug- dark because of their
unbelief. The rushthe light, and who shrink from ing of the stream confounds their senses,
gle
new opinions because they jar against preand they cannot discern the beautiful life
conceived ideas.
thatlies within its current. Calm, oh calm
Letyoursouls be lifted up, and dareto the contending waves that superstition and
utter what has come to you through the fanaticism upon the one side, with bigotry
reflective part of yourselves. Let the words and ignorance u n the other, have forced
have birth, and let the mantle of hypocrisy into the beau’ l stream. Let the pure
fall. Fear not to speak, though you shake waters of practical truth make clear the
the world ; for nature accomplishes most mingling tides, and through a perfect analywash away the false, and clearly reveal
when she is convulsed, and brings out her
e true.
brightest gems when she rends her bosom.
Know on not that “the journey of high
We are working, our Father, from out
honor
not in smooth ways? Freedom thykingdom through thy bounty, and we
be gained by free thought bless thee for thislife which endures forever,
of soul can
andfreespeec. Amancanonlyshow and enables the spirit through continued
himself a man by an honest investigation of ages to increase in perfect knowledge, that
all laws, vernments, institutions, orders, through harmonious elements it may, while
and books; b sodoing he will receiving thy glories, impart a rtion of
sects, c
supprms error and lifi up e cause of truth. the light received to the doubt ul soul of
man, who, still encumbered with an earthly
If you would wash your garments white,
body, wades through the mire of public
And make your robes as spotless snow,
sentiment.
You must nobly battle for the right,
Help all such to understand themselves,
And strike a manly, fearless blow.
and from out their own souls to gather the
sentiments which are to govern the man
Let freedom’s voice unchain the thought
within, and lift them where the perfect faith
That slumbere in your soul to-day;
-

'

ii

”

'

only

What though it be from prisons brought,
Or from the pools of crime’s decay!
A truth once uttered never dies,
For God it healthy action gives;
“Go crush it out!” false precept criesBut still it thrives, it grows and lives.

of an abidin truth shall redeem them from
ake them as wise, as fearless,
servitude.
gentle, as he who taught the Gentiles.

gm

By holy influx divinely wrought

It bids the soul from sin abstain-

And, interweaving thought with thought,
Still brighter thoughts each day obtain.
Speak out, my brother! Oreation needs

en.

QUETION8 AND ANSWERS.

.

Conductor—My friends, a few words with
you before I commence with the business of
the meeting.
You now see clearly the necessit of
helping yourselves, in order to be he ped.
We are on hand and ready to do much, but

do not deem it wise to do all. Thereis a
law which makes it absolute for one who
A power of truth to hold her up;
would receive help from our side, to make
Go litt her from oppressive creeds
the wer of attraction strong upon his side,
And give free speech—’t is freedom’s prop.
and y an earnest desire with pure motives,
lift himself up so that we may reach him.
We are pleased with what you are doin
BBANOB TUESDAY, 1'33. 1, 1878.
Stand steadfast at the wheel, and we wil
make the bearings good.
INVOCATION BY W. EATON.
I have read your questions and will take
Our Fatherand our God, the ht of love
beams from out thykingdom, an through them in order as I may deem best.
the shadows of doubt we see its radiance.
Question—-Is it the duty of all believers
We beseech thee, our Father, that thesewho in the Harmonial Philosophy to take a positive stand u n the subject in the commuare wanderin amid uncertain paths and
living upon e stale loaf of mythictrans-_ nity, or shoud they rather be guided by
lations, may soon receive a rtion of the circumstances, and in a uiet way advance
beautiful rays, and thereby
enabled to their views and present
facts, so as not
.

“

.
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the prejudices of friends who

that every individual should be governed by
his or her reason upon all such matters.
Therefore we could not impose any duty
upon you, but would simply state our views
upon the subject.
If you are indeed a believerin the perfect
truths of the Harmonial Philosophy, feel a
full conviction of its truths, we would deem
it in accordancewith its teachings to present
facts as circumstances may control conditions, administerin such food as the parties
receiving may be a le to digest; ever adherthe truth as your own"
ing to and
conviction, ut in no case strive to proselyte.
You are not expected to force your views,
or present factsuncalled for. But whenever
you~are questioned upon the subject, and the
parties questioning, you desire to hear what
you have to say-in regard to the Philoso hy,
we should deem it worthy of your self- ood

jiroclaiming

as a

true

believer, to express yourself can-

didly.
Q,uestion——Will' the

A. B. wnrrme.

are

yet tied to set forms and observances?
'Answer—According to our views, considering man as a free agent, we deem it best

time ever come to
the believer when he will be free from all
friends being the
doubts as to de
source of the manifestations, and the actual
benefit'of such communion? In short, will
such proof be given as will satisfy all hearts
and remove these doubts?
Answer—The time has already come when
all doubts are removed from the believer.
As a true believer he cannot doubt that
which through his own senses he has been
made aware of. Proofs undeniable, demonstrated through facts, leave no room for
doubts. He no longer says, I believethese
things, but he firmly expresses his lmmoledge.
A conviction which he has no desire to re udiate is fully upon him, with all its ben ts.
The glorious knowledge that dear friends
who left him throu h sickness and sorrow
are still living and
boring for his eternal
welfare, aiding him to live that perfect life
which brings into thesoul rfect
and
contentment under all eart trials, are sulfioient benefits to remove all doubts.
But as to the proof which is to satis all
hearts, we feel to say that it is too far 0 for
our vision; for upon your earth, all over the
great universe, there ever exist natures
which can never be satisfied, until through
the fulfillment of the law of change they
are born into the great world of realities,
where in time they may find some peace for
their doubting souls.

Th the
Let

qf Memphis :
me converse

with you

friends, upon the advan

a

while, my

of

s iritual
reunions. These reunions ring a ut a
feeling of harmon , and through interchange
of thought aw en an interest in every
heart and advance themental powers, which
through uestions and remarksthat by each
individu may be made, draw out the
brightest gems, and give to every one something to reflect upon, which, worked up
through sincere investigation, offers food for
the world. Your reunions should be comminds, persons desiring
posed of
to increase in nowledge, who gather tothrough sincere and earnest desire
or their spiritual welfare, and for the advancement of everything which shall proof mankind. Such
mote the general
gatheringsbring with them a like concord
of spirits; for you are well aware that the
sublime and elevated cannot visit or unite
foolish and vain, nor thegood with

intelli¥nt

gether

tvzlithbfilée
e

.

You are to meet that you may in the
end make yourselves useful, and through
practical works teach the world who you
are, and where you stand.
Those who form reunions for pleasure and
curiosity—meeting that they may pass an
hour or two in asking selfish questions—wil1
find that all influenceof a high or intellectual nature will leave, and that the result of
their reunions will be nothing more than a
collection of mistaken ideas and mythic

garbage-

The instructions which you receive from
your spirit advisers through mediums all
partake of the nature of the medium, and
in accordance with the development you
receive. If the medium——a reliable one-be
well developed, is under perfect control
through a constant and long intercourse with
s irits controlling, you may safely rely upon
a l communications, even though you detect
seine little peculiarity which you are convinced belongs to the medium. At these
reunions where you assincerethinkersgather
together for knowledge, you must make
your selection of mediums from a plane that
you are aware will give you no cause for
doubts.
Spirit intercourse ives not only lesives you earnest
sons in morality, but it
facts upon which to stu y and take every
0 portunity to advance science. Many times
e observer will find that the communica-
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tions given are but a confirmationof known
BBANOB THURSDAY, FEB. 10, 1876.
principles; then as waves of thou ht move
the power controlling, he rev
a new
HTVOCATION.
thought ; and as thoughtafter thought leads
of
the
Present, 8 irit of the Past,
Spirit
on connecting with facts understood, new
sciences are awakened, and man learns as a we are watching the unfo dings of
hand, as piece by piece it li the
true philosopher where to draw the discrimagments of mutilated nnciples, shaping
inating line.
them through divine mec nism into a perWe see quite a numberof reunions formed fect whole,
that the laws of creation
in Memphis. The one in which we are the advance and bring forth a more perfect may
most interested is where our medium is. of thee. Out through the
of reeWe would advise a rfect sympathy of dom we see the trammeledgateway
slaves of ignorfeeling, a union of all eelings which are to ance and superstition walk, freed from the
promote good. If there be a contending shackleswhich
as willingsubjects they have
element among the parties gathered at your worn for
We praise thee for that
reunions, on will find the result in the freedom which has through reason emanciclashing 0 ideas which will sadly interfere pated them from the thraldom of the races,
with the control. To increase harmony that and relieved them from time-worn creeds
a perfect work may be accomplished, there
and echoing sentiments. The barrier is
must be a concentration of thought, which mumbling
away. The waters of truth, conthrough intercommunion will bring about stantly washing
against the mount of error,
the result so necessary for a perfect organi- has forced throu
h its creedal sides and
zation in the future.
made a perfect o annel, out of which comect in its pro rtions, and
Reunions have their separate minions. eth the truth,
While one brings throu h increase of men- freed from
mysteries. Wiigh grateful
d and scienti c principles as new hearts we thankthee for all these blessin
and watch with faith the continuanw of e
fun
or reflection, another regularly acts
awakens but inflowing stream which is to find its way
as a small lever, and
little influence. And yet it is oing its work, through all embankments and sweep from
and there should be no jealousy or envious the shores of creation the deca ed mass of
feelings among its memberstoward the more corrupt teachings. Bless an strengthen
marked development of other reunions; but the trembling slave who throu h fear
through a true desire to attain to the maze hugs the torturin thumbscrew w ich his
position, the should by an increase of moral master has plac upon him. Give him
culture em te their good works, and strive grace, that he may see his own littleneu,
without the spirit of rivalry to see which and strength, whereby he may conquer the
Let force which keeps him below the true status
may do the greatest amount
un'.thcJwr- of perfect manhood.
your motto be Love and good
to on men. Let every man bejudged by
Fill us with love and good will to all life.
Ity
his works, and let his works be judged by Guide us where the unfortunate dwell, that
the amount of character he has to sustain, through thee we may teach them to find the
he possemes of the staff whereupon to rest as theyjourney over
and by the knowledge
the rough walks of earth. Let their souls
nght or wrong of matters.
You are to judge all spirits in like man- receive the true inspiration which comes
te closely before from a clear perception of perfect life. Lead
ner. Beason
them to
that the s irit which moved
youacce t an 'ng w 'c seems contrary Galileo see
the truth, lives today, and
to
to
ideas.. “God has made
acts
thinkingsoul. Amen.
throng
every
man but little lower than the angels,” and
you are to try the spirits" before accepting
QUETIONS AND ANSWERS.
their communications.
Conductor——Good morning! The da
Exercise the
test candor in your reunto be fair and lovel Those clou
ion, and-meet punctual and regular. De- piiomises
will soon passaway, and the right sunshine
cide upon a number that can with comfort will make all nature lad. I am
pleased to
and convenience meet in the room selected; see that
are wor ing wisely. Do not
you
rules
abide
the
of
make no changes,
by
your get over-anxious; be patient, continue as
meetings, and under allcircumstances remain you
have commenced, and the result will
united.
blessing to manya thirsting soul.
prove}:
am now ready to answer questions.
(Seance conducted by Edward.)
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body, but he does not move backward.
may be a very dark and dismal sphere.

Question—In case of rtial deafnem, can
the healing power of a ealing medium be
exercised at a distance from the sub'ect,
and does the fact of the latter being
a
medium make the conditions more favorable
for a cure?
Answer—If the case you have mentioned
be a
one, any healing

His

Be
it so, it is but the plane he traversed when
in the body, and it may take a lon timefor
him to lifi: his soul above the leve
pared it for, but it will sink no lower. en
once the law is accomplished, and that re_ward meted unto him which he of himself
merits, he, feeling the scourge, will underwi
out
e
‘can,
magnetism
sewing‘
what is best, and strive to move onstand
any diiiiculty, eal the patient. ‘There are
healers who have the power to heal persons but never bac1cward——uo, never.
Good morning I
who are hundreds of miles from them. I
do not thinkthe fact of the tient being a
AFRlEND'l‘0ONEOF!l'HEGIK3LE.
medium would make any erenoe. I have
known cases where it was more diflicult to
My dear friends, I am here by request of
perfect a cure over a medium than over a one of the circle. I have but a few mowho had never known themselves to ments, as the time for control has nearl
subject to spirit controL
expired. We are anxious to accomplis
But much depends upon the phase of much good while we continue to labor u in
mediumship. If it be of that order which earth, and to sow onl such seed ass
causes a constant throwing oil‘of the electric bear good fruit. The pirit of Life which
forces, then much will-power upon the part is in all, prompts us to action, that out of
of the healer will be required, and an the fullnea of the great whole we may reap
amount of manipulation which will render the fruitage which is to sustain everyact of
it ne
that the patient be under the advancement upon the plane of perfection.
immediate control of the healer. I would There are no laws, it matters not how
think it wise for the medium to consult her sacred, but should hear an analyticalreview,
guides, and let them advise her as to what and regression demands a close inspection
new-bom sciences, be they physical or
is best to do. One of the most suwessful of
healers that you have is Dr. Newton. He s iritual, before she can place them upon
has in many cases performed wonderful t e ascending wheel.
upon parties at a great distance from
The true philosopher -turns not from the
m.
fabric until he has satisfied himself of all
Question—Can a disembodied spirit after its ualities, and everything which comthe properties to constitute what be
leaving theearth retrograde, or do all always
there sees before him. His mind is clear,
progress in good and in virtue?
Answer——I fear the brother who sent this he allows no brother to think for him, he
learn of himself, that he may rove
question is not very far advanced in the must
what
he
teaches; and in this way and y no
teachings of Spiritualism. There is no such
word known as retrograde. The world of other can the advancementof science, either
spirits is progressive—an arm of disem- upon a religious or a systematic plane, probodied men constantly upon t e advance.
h k
Everye e must 0 n,everysoul tin
As the man leaves his outer form, so he
be
spoken of in a
enters the plane for which he has prepared
is but the part of
himself, be it high or low. He cannot go new field of culture, it know
not how much
beneath himself, nor can he mount above the grain received; you
himself; he must work his way through there may be of the husk, or how little of
the milkygrain. It is evidence gained that
progression, which ever leads onward and reaches
the soul and brings to light the
u ward. There is no downward slide, but
magnet which increases the power of conare is a law of recompense, and eve
man must feel the wrongs he did his spirit viction.
while he inhabited his earthl body, and
I want you, my friends, to understand
lift himse , through a this, and give eve man an o rtunity to
from those
conscious knowl go of these wrongs; and find the magnetic t
whic unnolls the
it is through a sense of
he is ball of wonders unrevealed to him; don't
brought to know how great in mistakes clutch the cord as if you feared to ‘lose it;
were, just as man when in the body through if once truly and positively in
posest the light
a sense of physical suiibring learns how
sion, it cannot slip from on.
Irreat a violation he has done his physical which electriiles burn cear; it needs no
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lantern ; honest man of neither sphere seek
to do wrong. Let the mindwhich asks for
receive it; never fear. If the control
proof
is right, the philosopher's stone will read
clear. If wrong, God demands its liftin
up out of the disordered elementwithwhic
it is encompassed.
As true brothers be full of love and resolute in your
As scientists, seek to
understand which is revealed unto you,
that at last, like true
on can
ive a honest
and what you pro ess.
see on the same right, and,let the gateway
to truth be wide open. Amen.

meeting. We deem it best not to use the
medium thro h conscious guestions. We
the inspirational cord, and
will act thro
we w’ not try her nervous system.
thereby
The friend desiring to communicate is one
who has the power to act through her magnetism, so as to completely psychologize and
subdue all nervous action.
ABBII E. LANSING.

.

My friends, I have come to scatter sunbeams and clear the rifi of clouds which
hang over the horizon of earth. There is
in every life a silver line that marks its
course along the otherwise dark surface.
This line is the one sunbeam which forms
the silver lining to all the clouds that bank
up against the clear sky of your existence.
Like the jewel which lies hid beneaththe

_

TUESDAY,FEB. 16, 1876.

BBAIOE

INVOCATION BY A CURATE.

Invisible Presence of an almighty wer,
lead us unto the mount of high-ton principles and truthful prsce ts. Guide us onward and upward, each y ascending into
the higher courts_of demonstrated facts, that
the law and the pel may be fulfilled, and
manrevea himself unto man as the
eve
which is of thee, that the light shown
be seen amid the darkness of doubt,
an remain as a saving grace unto the end.
life unto life, we
Coming
feel the impress o p ysical surroundings,
and we pray th influence attend the magmote
net through w 'ch we move, and
t the
the iritual part of her being.
thou ts advanced reach eve soul and
incream their knowledge ten-fol , that fear
and cowardice may die out, and from its
resurrect the never-dying
decayed
irit of trut , w ich through countlemages
fect part of immors all remain the same
tality, sustaining an increasing the individual element in man; whose characters
engraven through noble deeds, as altars of
faith shall forever stand amid all the changes
of earth; shrines whereat the follower may
find strength to continue his journey onward
until he finds the gateway of relief and
road of
leaventers the
ing, as did is predecesors, urnin light
who
upon the altar of truth, to guide
may come afier him.
Blea the weak, lifi up the humble, and
give to individual sentiment a new impetus,
that the wheels of thy chariot may not
be closed
rust, nor the road to thy
by set forms and reitera plirsseology.
Amen.
Conductor—We will not call for questions
today, but will leave them for our next
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dark earth surfiice, it sends out its ra until
drawn into the 1' ht of a new 1' e, it is
cleansed through t e refining crucible of all
the shadows which marred its fair form.
When once freed from its dark surroundings
it
not back, but remains a perfect, pure
beautiful jewel, emitting electric rays
an
of beauty at every turn.
The beautiful thread which reveals itself
along the line of your lives, is the jewel of
your souls, the perfect part of man which
lies hid beneath the clouds of his life, and
which needs the trials of earth’s crucible to
it into a state of perfect splendor.
bring
Ofttimes it shows itself along the margin of
the cloud and reveals the great light that
lies beneath,slow] and gradually working
knees as the shadows
itself above the
beneath w darker; for it is the greatest
trials which bring out the most perfect principles, and as the shadows of sorrow increase
the light of love grows stron er until it
illumines all, so that the dar ness is hid
beneathits rays.
What if life on earth seems a failure? If
you have striveu for the right you may bid
for your work,’ though
your soul rejoice,
has taught others how to move,
incomplete,
and lifted them into the sunlight which
’neath a cloud of storms on hid. And the
silver thread of your sou is all the brighter
for the stru gle, and will find its rays exfrom its earthl toils, liftpandoutwhen
of the darkened dross o earth that
ing
perfect t which is to vitalize the whole,
and ma e it as a radiant gem, impsrishable
and everlasting.
All the clouds that loomed up from the
failure of earnest labor perished amid the
flames of the crucible through which your
spirit passed. Live and let your soul rejoice,
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for ’t were better than success. The light
which from the blazing crucible went up as
a beacon, served to guide some lost one
home. The silver thread spreads and widens
out, forming the lining bright and clear to
all disappointed hopes, lifting the clouds and
building the silver sails which are to float
your barque acrom life’s stormy sea, mooring
you safely in the harbor of eternal peace-

requested Dr. Kenuey to describe his sensations as these changed.
At the expiration of two minutes he said
he felt no influence exerted u
him; in
another minute he complain of painful
sensations in the lumbar region on both
sides, extending anteriorly, then of a slight
dizzinem, and in just five minutes Old John
succeeded in acquiring control of him, and
informed me that it had beenwith great difWhere the heart shall ever be
he succeeded; that his efforts a lied
ficulty
From all care and sorrow free;
in the usual manner had entirely
ed, as
Where each radiant light reblooms,
his magnetism could not penetrate the silk
While every joy its power resumes.
coverings, and he at last accomplished his
by reversing the process ; that is,
Where all cares shall pass away,
purpose
y primarilyinfluencing the body, and secNor phantom fancies falsely play;
ondarilythe head through that; and, he
Where the skies are radiant bright
added, that had his mind not been
With a glorious silver light.
for the experiment, he would have
in exceedingly puzzled how to overcome the difEvery joy you lost on earth
uYou ‘ll find restored with pristine worth;
ficulty ; mi ht not have succeeded even afler
e orts, and as to cases of obsession
held
down
repeated
which
care
Every
you
or poaession by low or temporarily insane
Will add a jewel to your crown.
he was quite confident that covering
(Seance conducted by Henry Bacon.)
t e head thus, immediately upon the appearance of the first symptoms of an attack,
would prevent it, and if ap lied during a
For the American Spiritual llsgastne.
paroxysm he thought it won d terminate it.
INTERESTING EXPERIMENTS.
Both he and his com ion, Big Bear,
Silk a Non-Oondnctor of Psychic Hagnetism. were much interested in e experiment and
its results, and it had fortunately happened
Bno. WATSON—-I here lay before your a day or two revious to this time that Dr.
readers an account of two experiments made Kenne had
called to visit a young
by me, and of another made at m sugges- lady w o for ‘about one car had been subtion, which may be of interest to t em:
ject to maniacal attacks aily,durin which
Some time since, while the organism of she would act and speak in the w' est and
Dr. C. B. Kenney, of this cit was being even most cu
us manner, requiring exused in m resence by his dian spirit traordinary fcrce to restrain her, and would
ccntrol—0 d ohn—in treatin a
he threaten and attempt her own life and the
objected to a silkdress which e ady wore, lives of those around her. Upon his visitand requested her to exchange it for another ing her Old John at once discovered the
of different material, and in reply to my cause of the malady—the young lady was
question, he stated he had found that the obsessed by three or four low female spirits,
magnetic or healing force could not pene- who had
away insane and who had
not yet escaped from their insane conditrate a garment of silk.
Reflecting upon this, about two months ticns.
since I requested him to permit me to
This was just the opportunity I desired to
the experiment of covering the head of his further test the rotective quality of silk
inst t e influence of obseming
medium with a silk fabric previous to his fabrics
controlling him, and ascertain whether this spirits. r. Kenuey had described the
would interfere with the exercise of his symptoms of this case to me, but I was dispower. He acceded to my r nest, and appointed when, u n further conversation
upon his next visit I was re r with two with him, I was in ormed that he had been
well-worn old-fashioned hlac silk neckernested by the friends of the lady to carechiefs, which I placed one over the other fu y guard it against publicity, and I could
only recommend Old John to direct the
upon his head, so that they should loose]
envelo the head and neck. Tnounderstaml head of the tient to be covered with silk,
ing wit Old John was that the attem t to and to note e result.
Three days after this Dr. Kenney again
control should be made as soon as t ese
had occasion to visit me, and stated thatthe
were arranged, and, with watch in hand, I
'

pgsepaned

spirits,

,

patient,
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friendsof the youn lad had complied with
the directions of 1d ohn, and to their astonishment anddelight she had not suffered
any recurrence of her fits of insanity, and
what was very remarkable, within an hour
from the time she first covered her head
with the silk, she became calm and rational
and declared that for the first time within
six months she then fully realized her existence in this life, she previously having been
in a bewilderedstate and uncertain, even in
her best moment, whether objects and
scenes were real or otherwise.
Another week elapsed, and Dr. Kenne
again reported progress in the case. t
seems that on the fourth day of the trial of
this means, the P‘l\ient, feeling herself fully
restored, had cast ofl‘ the silk head-covering,
but within an hour thereaflzer she was again
attacked, her former symptoms recurring in
nearly their original force, but upon again
resorting to the silk for protection she soon
recovered. Two days after this also the
silk covering became pushed aside so that
one side of her head was exposed, when
certain of theold symptoms reappeared, but
upon her readjusting the covering these
soon subsided.
It is now
two months since the
ex riinent was rst tried with the young
la y. I have through Dr. Kenne had frequent reports of her condition, an she has
had no trouble since the twelfth day,
entirely restored to her proper mind an
feelings, and her health and strengthgreatly
improved, and for more than a month she
has entirely dispensed with the employment
of the head-covering. The insane paroxysms, up to the time of trying this ex riment, had occurred daily,and on many ays
she had been subjected to repeated attacks,
and this was the first interru tion of them.
Neither she nor any of her amily were or

nearly

being

are now

Spiritualists.

I have now to record another experiment,
the results of which, to my mind, establish
beyond doubt the possession by silkfabrics of
a quality which can be made use of to ward
at!‘ or intercept the magnetic or
chologising force or influence employ y disembodied spirits in controlling the organs and
senses of certain mediumistic persons.
About one week since, at my own house
and request, Dr. Kenuey and his spirit control consented to allow me to envelop the
former, while in his ordinary conscious
state, completely in silk. This I proceeded
to do, em loying for this purpose a loose
silk wn longing to my wife, and covering is head as before with the black silk

‘I37

neckerchief. When he was thus completely
enveloped and being seated, I noted the
exact time by my watch, and in an audible
voice requested Old John to endeavor to
control him, which he can usually do within
a minute. In the previous experiment at
the expiration of three minutes the medium
had complained of inful sensations around
and through his
y, but now at the expiration of an equal time no unusual sensations
were experienced. Four, five and ten min-.
utes elapsed without any indications of Old
exerted upon him, and
John's power
other pressing engageas I iinew be h
ments I then removed the coverings, and
within thirty seconds he came under control
of Old John, who then informed me that
the silk had rendered futile all his attempts,
seconded by‘ those of Big Bear, to control
the medium, and they were both of the o inion that no spirit could possibly centre or
successfully obsess any mediumistic rson
thus protected. Old John added t at in
his
it would be quite unnecessary to
enve op the lower limbs with the silk, and
I would further say that he complained of
exhaustion and of feeling very uncomfortable generally from his efl'orts, and soon remarked that Big Bear had been compelled
and he must also go, which he then

beipg

opinion

‘tiodleavethe
I

.

‘

At
present time I have not the facilities for presecutin extended experiments in
thisdirection, but ope soon to be so situated
as to be able to again apply myself to the
further investigation of this subject, and in
the meantime, as amon t our lunatic asylums there mustbe at east one under the
medical charge of a Spiritualist,
as
there also are other liberal-minded
31cians who possess o portunities that I o
at present en'oy, ask their assistance in
following up is subject. With my limited
opportunities the results have been so remarkablyencouraging thatI can with much
confidence recommend further experiments
in this direction.
The silk mi ht be applied in one or more
folds of varia le texture and thickness; of
difl'erent colors, and differently arranged,
and new silk may be preferable to old, etc.,
and although I am inclined to believe black
to be thebest color, yet i-ha blue or vialet ma be preferable. n o inary cases it
might best to wear the silk head-covering
constantly,perhaps for a week or more, then
to dispense with it, but to have it near at
hand so thatit can be applied upon the very
first symptoms of an attack, and then worn
for the remainder of the day. Or, after

am:iyiot
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the expiration of a week have a silk cap, or
turban if the patient be a female, made,
which can be worn constantly when within
doors, for a week or two ion r. I would
also recommend to at first enve op the entire
head, face and neck, contracting the covering around the latter, and I can rceive no
objection to having apertures o necessary
sire opposite the eyes and mouth. Perhaps
wearin silk undershirts would answer quite
as we
as clothing the entire person outwardly in silk, etc.
In cases of insanity dependent alone upon
cerebral disturbance, no benefit can rault
from the em loyment of silk in this manner,
and herein es the means of discriminatin
between original insanity and thatindu
and maintained by obsessing spirits. That a
large proportion of the inmates of our
asy ums are victims of obsesion b insane
or degraded spirits few intelligent piritualists can for a moment doubt, and I am hopeful thst by the employment of this means
not only the exact pro rtions of these two
classes of lunatics may demonstrated, but
thatall thosewho are insane from obsession
may berestored to themselves and theworld.
It would be somewhat remarkable if Spiritualism, after so long and patiently bearing
the glib and false accusation that it tends to
insanity, should be the means of liberatinga
proportion of the inmates of our asy-

very
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large

ums.

EUGENE Caownnn, M. D.

Brooklyn, N. Y., March 18, 1876.
We call special attention to the foregoing
communication of Dr. Crowell, of Brooklyn,

N. Y. He is a well-known scientist, author,

control, to whom he refers in the experiments made with the silk. If this proveto
be true, it is one of the most important dis-

coveries ever made—-one that will do more
for the relief of the most unfortunate class
of sutfering humanity than any of which
we have ever dreamed.
One cause of lunacy is being obsessed by
evil spirits. When the organ through which
the mental facultiu perform their functions
becomes affected to such an extent as to
destroy the power to exercise them, then the
door is open for evil spirits to take possemion
of these faculties and control them. This
was, we" think, the case with many out of
whom Christ cast the evil spirits. This
power he conferred on the twelve and the
seventy disciples, and he promised it to those
who should believe on him. Some there
were who could not be cast out but by fasting and prayer. Such obsasions we think
have been in all ages—-even in this enlightened age and professedly Christian country.
It is a very erroneous opinion, and one
which we once entertained, that demon
meant devil, in the common acceptation of
the term. It is rather a heathen, than a
Hebrew term. Josephus says, “ Demons
are no other than the spirits of the wicked
that enter into men." John Wesley fully
believed in the agency of spirits through
ohsesion and pouession. He believed in
the " ministry of both good and evil angels.”
“And certainly," said he, “ it is as easy for
aspirittospeakto our heart as for aman
to speak to our ears.” He believed that
epilepsy was often or always the effect of
posseaion, and that most madmen were
demoniacs.
It is a fitct that many of those who are
called lunatics by one of the evangelists are
termed demoniacs by another. Mr. W.
says, “ One of the most eminent physicians
I ever knew, psrficularly in cases of insanity, the late Dr. Deacon, was clearly of the
opinion thatthis was the ease with many if
not all lunatics.”
We had always been puzzled about the
“casting out of devils” in the New Reta-

physician and Spiritualist. His work, The
Identity of Primitive Christianity and Modern Spiritualism,” we regard as one of the
best books ever written upon the subject.
He was a Materialist (as are most scientific
men) for thirty years. He was converted
to a belief in the Bible and the immortality
of the soul by modern Spiritualism, and
gives the strongest arguments, as well as a
vast array of indisputable facts, demonstrating what he professes. We most heartily commend his work, and know of no
betterhooktoadviseourreaderstoplacein
their libraries. We know him personally,
having shared the hospitality of his lovely
home and interesting family,where we became acquainted with Dr. Keuney and his
ment, until
“

a

we

investigated Spiritualism
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more than twenty years ago. Then we saw
those who were possessed, and in several
instances we have seen such evil spirits cast
out. We believethat two or three faithflil
Christians uniting togetherin fervent prayer
may drive these spirits from those who are
obsessed—byinvoking that divine aid which
has been promised to those who thus make
intercemion for others.
We had written thus far when the Spiritual Scientist came to hand. We conclude
by copying its editorial upon this subject:
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Colors afibct this force; white, and next to
white, bright tints
iisvorahle, and the
'

darker adverse. Dr. rowellhas made a
few suggestions in his communication, and
we hope those of our readers who have the
opportunity will make them the subjects of
experiment; but we should be pleased to
hear of a rmult in any case, either for our
private information or for ublication.
Since receiving his
article, we
have made two experiments, without communicating the reason for so doing, and our
experience corres ds with that of Dr.
Crowell. With the head encased, the guide
managed to get possession, sayin “it come
in another way, commencing wi the feet,”
mPo!t'rAx'r DI8COVERY—SILK A Non-com
with
the body entirely covered, it would not
“
rsrcmc xaoxmmx.”
nncron 01-‘
to control, fearing that it m' ht
attempt
That.silk fabrics interfere with the mag- more its relations with the medium. he
netic force employed by dwellers-in-the- s cacyofthe silkseemsto be
spirit to produce certain manifestations, is a tion to the facilitywith which a inpropon
guide can
fact within the experience of many investi- take control in its absence; the more pertors into the phenomena of Spiritualism. fect the
blending of the spirit with the
t remained, however, for Doctor Eugene medium the less it is afl'ected by the silk,
Crowell, authorof “ Primitive Christianity and vice versa.
and Modern Spiritualism,”‘ to utilize this
.
knowledge. On our first page he 'ves an
TRUTH.
account of his ex riments, resu ting so
favorably in seve cases, that he is led to
believe and smart that by applying one or
We copy the following article from the
more folds of silk to the head and body of a
London firiritualist, for two reasons: 1. The
sensitive, the power of the ychologizing important truths it contains, and the knowlforce is completely neutrali
it imparts not only in regard to the
The discovery of Dr. Crowell is a most edge
but what Spiritualists may expect
important one. It will demonstrate that present,
in
the
near
future, and be prepared for it;
some inmates of insane asylums are victims
of an unseen external force. Spiritualism 2. That we have received the same teachamerts this, and technically terms the dis- ings from the band of our Inner Life Deease onssssrox, and assumes the causative
before. we received it from the
force to be earth-bound spirits. Spirit- partment
the waters.
other
side
of
ualism has certainly taken one step toward
We
hour weekly with our meone
these
and
spend
controlling
injurious influences,
as Dr. Crowell says:
dium, entranced, through whom we derive
“It would be somewhat remarkable if much valuable information which we are
Spiritualism, after so long and patiently not authorizedto give to the public.‘ This,
bearing the glib and false accusation that
it tends to insanity, should be the means of coming to us through another and distant
liberating a large proportion of the inmates source, we feel free to publish, and to say
lums.”
of our
that we have had that which is in perfect
In ad ition to the inmates of as lums harmony with what we copy.
there are man harmless lunatics w o are
We are told by our spirit friendsthatthey
cared for by re atives or friends—monomacould
make our pathwaybright and smooth,
niacs, who are controlled by one idea—these
are also those who may be relieved by this but that it is not best for us nor the cause
with which we are identified. If the child
discovery.
Aside from the great benefit it will confer depends entirely
upon its parents it will
for exon
o
up a new
much. We are passing
never
accomplish
si as a property at neuperiment.
tralizes this unseen magnetic force there through these afliictions which will prepare
must be an opposite that will strengthen it. us for thosejoys that are to “come withth
.
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morning,” when “sorrow and sighing shall
flee away.”
[The following communication, given
through writing mediumship, contains so
much that seems to be of value now, and is,
an example of the presmoreover, so
ent tone whic the communications (never
intermitted) have assumed, that I print it
as it stands.—M. A., Oxon.]
was

PRESENT

A rim-: or TRIAL sxn
CONFLIGI‘.

The blessing of the Blessed One rest on
you. We have opportunity now which may
not recur of answering some of your inquiries, and conveying to you of some necessary
truth. From letters which you have received
of late on will be led. to "see that the times
of tron 1e and distress of which we have
warned you are expected by others as well
ed for trouble; it will
as by us. Be pre
assuredly come." t is necessary that afflictions come. Jesus knew and taught that.
of the
is necessary for the
t is as necessary as p ysi
training or
the body. N 0 deep knowledge is to be had
without it. None are permitted to scale the
lorious hights but after discipline of sorrow.
he key of knowledge is in spirit hands,
and no one may wrest it to himself but the
earnest soul which is disciplined by trial.
Bear thatin mind.
Ease and lnxu are the leasant paths
in which the soul ingers
dreams away
the summer day. Self-denial, self-sacrifice,
self-discipline are the u ward tracks, thornvexed and rocky, whic lead to the hi hts
of knowledge and power. Study the e of
Jesus and be wise.
Moreover, the present is a time of hard
and bitter conflict between us and our foes.
We have told you that you feel the reflex of
that struggle. It accompanies every great
development of divine truth. It is, as it
were, the darkness that recedes the dawn;
the gloom which is
for
e
w erein the
growth; the period of trial
earnest soul is purified. “ Your hour and
the wer of darkness,” said Jesus, as he
agonized in Gethsemane. It is so now, and
it will not pass lightly. The cup must be
drained.

lt

ti-lainin

sopl;

and

‘

‘prerefiuisite

THIS IS INCIDENT TO A PERIOD OF NEW
REVELATION.

As each revelation of the Supreme grows

old, it is overlaid by man's errors and loaded
with his inventions. It dies gradually, and
loses its hold on men. Bit by bit human

error is pared away, unable to stand the
shock of criticism, and men's faith is shaken,
and theyask with old Pilate, What is truth.?
Then comes the answer in the new birth of
a higher revelation. The throesof its birth
shake the world, and around its cradle the
powers of the spiritual world contend; great
is the dust and din of the contention.
As the light dawns u n the world, and
the clouds lift, the watc era, whose eyes are
opened to discern the signs of the
spiritually
times, the who stand on the watch-towers
to catch t e first gleams, these are ready,
and welcome with joy the break of day.
“Joy com with the morning.” “ Sorrow
and sighing flee away.” The terrors of the
night, “the powers of darkness,” are past.
But _not for all. Full many there will
always be for whom no ray of light is visible
till the sun has gained his meridian lendor. They slumber on, heedless of the ight
that is breaking on the world.
THERE WHL ALWAYS BE DEGRE& OF

PROGRESS AHONG MEN.

Hence the days will never come to our
will know 0 the
world when all
truth. There will ways be many for whom
it has no charms, for whom it would be
fraught with danger -to tread the
paths of progreu, and who prefer the ten
track worn by the feet of those who have
trod it through ages past. There will be
such always, even as there will be souls who
catch the foregleams that herald the dawn.
So do not hope that the o
vision will be
0 such dream of
ever the same to all.
equality is 'ble. Nor is it more desirable
than
‘b e. To some are given powers
that can safely pry into in steries which
others must perforce avoid.
hese must be
the leaders and guides amon men. And
those who are so called are ey on whom
lies the most solemn duty of personal preparation and earnest, life-long strn gle with
self, until it is dominated and su ued, and
the free soul soars untrsmineled. We have
long since told you of this. See you heed it.

finally

ugevzard

TRUTH IB MANY-SIDED.

Do not be discouraged that so much of
what most believe as truth seems to you hollow and uncertain. It is so. There are
divers degrees of truth. From the manysided crystal gleams arsshot oil‘ in many
directions. And it is not every soul that
can receive even one ray nnclouded. To
few, very few, comes more than a stra
glimpse, and even that is filtered throng
many a medium, until its clearnees is all
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dimmed. It must needs be so. Hence the
varied views of truth. Hence the divert notions, the errors, the mistakes, the‘
that pass current among you. Men
think they see a momentary gleam. They
on it, add to it,
some view, an
eve o it, until the tiny light is quenched,
and w twas a ray of truthis distorted and
destroyed. And so the. truth is maligned,
whereas it should be the imperfection of the
intervening medium that is blamed.

filncies

TEEPURIETTRUTHIBEOTERIC.

Or,

to take another view. That which
the answer to the yearuings of some
aspiring soul is deemed to be of universal
came as
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not parade it if ou would. It would die,
and its hidden c arm would make no convert. It is yours and yours alone, a special
creation for a special want, an answer from
the Great Spirit to the yearning aspiration
of our soul.
his truth will always be esoteric. It
must be so ; for only to the soul that is prepared can it be given. Its fragrance is too
evanescent for daily common use. Its subtle
perfumeis shed only in the inner chamber
of the spirit. Remember this; and remember too that violenceis done to truth by
forcing it upon unprepared minds, while
harm, great and far-reaching, is done to
those who cannot receive what is a revelation to you but not to them.

application. The truth was so beautiful,so
mnobling, so pure and holy in its essence,
rnamusurror mum ronrrsowx
that it must surely be so to all. And the
sAxn,x.u«’s1touI.m'.rAn(.
jewel is dragged out from its casket and
exhibition.
for
The
is
Moreover, remember that the pursuit of
lily
prepared
open
plucked from its stem and paraded before truth for its own sake as the altogether lovemen. And it loses its purity; its vitality ly and desirable end of life, is the highest
diminishes; it withers and dies; and he to aim of spirits on your plane of being, higher
whom it was so fair, so lovely, wonders to than earth's ambitions, uobler thanany work
find thatit loses its freshness in the heat and that man can do. We do not now take note
dust of the world's busy strife. He marvels of any of the vulgar aims thatfill up human
that what was so pure and true to him in life. The stru les and ambitions that exthe heart's secluded ten: le should seem ercise mankind, rn of vanity, nurtured in
tame and out of place w en advertised to jealousy, and ending in disappointment—
the world. He learns, if he is wise, that these are lain to view as Sodom apples.
the dew of Hermon is distilled in the silence But therexs a subtler temptation to more
and solitude of the heart; that the flower refined souls—that of doing good to their
springs up in the gloom of the night, and fellows and adding another stone to the
withers beneath the noon-day beams; that cairn that the pioneers of the past have
truth, the holiest and purest, comes direct raised. To them comes the desire to profrom irit to spirit, and may not be pro- claim in accents of enthusiasm some truth
which has taken hold a 11 theirlives. They
claim on the world’s house-top.
Doubtless there are coarse views of truth, are possessed with it; e fire burns within
rude blocks which man has hewn, and which them and they speak. It may be a noble
all may use alike. These are the foundation word they utter, and,,if it meets the needs
stones which every builder must use. But of men, it is re-echoed and taken up b
the richest and purest gems must be pre- other souls like-minded, and developed till
served in the spirit shrine, and be
men are stirred and benefited by it. But it
upon in silence and alone. So when ohn
the
e eaven
city, e spo e
peary gateso
of the outer truths which 1 must see; but
in the inner tem le he placed no jewel nor
purmt ray of lig t, ut only the presence
and the lory of the rd.
Harv ous it is that on do notsee this.
That which to you is 'vine truth is only
that atom, that speck of thewhole unbroken
drcle which has been cast of in answer to
your cry. You needed it and it came. To
another
you it is perfection ; it is God. To
It would be incomprehensible, without a
voice to answer to his cry, without any
beauty that he should desire it. You can

lSeer told. to: fihe jepeled wfil s aid

The truth, so true to
alone, and his voice is
the voice of one crying in the wilderness, a

may be the

reverse.

one, is true to him

proclaimer of idle tales. He s
and it had been well that he
energies for the quest of truth,

in vain,
saved his
and have

learned more before he ke to men.
It is well to teach, at better still to
learn ; nor is it impoaible to do both. Only
remember that learning must precede teaching; and be sure that the truth is one
which man needs. The student that dives
dee into the mysteries that aushrine truth
not recklemly violate the seclusion in
which alone she dwells at case. He will
tell of her beautiu, and proclaim to those

wili)
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who have ears to hear, the words of healing
which his inner sense has cau ht from her
lips; but there will always to him a
sacred reserve, a holy silence, an esoteric
revelation too pure, too dear for utterance.
[In answer to someimportant question it
was written:
Nay; you will be informed
in time.
e may not save you the exercises which are part of your discipline. Be
content to walk in the path. It leads direct
to truth; but on must tread it in care
and in pain.
e have directed you to it
because it is well for you to garner up the
wisdom of the past, and to learn of those
who are gone before you. We foresaw
long ago that those who should faithfully
pursue the study of the intercourse between
our world and ours, would receive rude
shocks from the ollies and falsities that cluster round the subject in its most exoteric
aspect. We looked with confidence for the
time when these should force themselves
'into prominence, and we prepared for it.
We would teach you thatthere are, and ever
sides to
must
science, as
were in
emysteries o e ages past. ving passed the one, it is necessary that you
penetrate the other.
To this end you must learn who and what
are those who do communicate with men.
Not otherwise can you read aright the riddle
that now perplexes you. You must know
how and under what conditions truth can be
had; and how error and deceit, and frivolity and folly may be warded 03‘. All this
man must know if he is safely to meddle
with our world. And when he has learned
this, or whilehe is learning it, he must see,
too, that on himself depends most or all of
the success. Let him crush self, purify his
inmost spirit, drivin out impurity as a
plague, and elevating is aims to their highest possible; let him love truth as his deity,
to which all else shall bow; let him follow
it as his sole aim, careless whither the quest
may lead him, and round him shall circle
the messen rs of the Most High, and in his
he shall see light.
inmost
+ Iurszauron.
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We commend the following article from

to the American, and

the London

especially the Memphis press. The public
look to themfor facts, not theories, nor their
individual opinions. These they claim for
themselves, and concede the same right to

the press and all others to do their own
thinking. If the press would simply report
what occurs fairly and without prejudice
when reporters attend seances, their readers
would be much better prepared to judge
correctly of that which, if true, is of the
most vital interest to all mankind.
If we are to judge from the course pur~

sued by some, the conclusion to which we
would arrive would be, that Spiritualism
must be put down, and the end will justify
the means used toaccomplish it. We are
glad that the English press and scientific
men have treated this subject much more
fairly than ours have. Hence their first
scientists have investigated, and as a legitimate result have been convinced of the
truth and avowed their belief in the phenomena of what is known as Spiritualism.

“rowaas or rm: Am.”
BlaelawoodhMagasine for March contains
a lengthy article, entitled ‘“Powers of the
Air,” the subject of which is Spiritualism.
The writer confesses that he has never in
his life attended a seance, or witneued any
manifestations, yet that he considers the
testimony in favor of its truth so strong that
it cannot be set aside, “except on still
stronger testimony which can show the first
to be mistaken,” and which is not yet forthcoming. He then proceeds to give a detailed account of the experiences of a lad
who had resided in the same hotel wit
himself in a forei
city, where a wellknown medium
also been staying. This
To be a Spiritualist is to hold conscious lady had witnessed the sudden mounting of
intercourse with the world of s irits and to the table toward the ceiling, “apropos to
a spiritual life. Such was esus Christ.
nothing,”and had seen the lamps on that
same table not slide oil‘ when the table
inclined from the vertical; she also
The smallest dewdrop that rests on a lily elt her dress pulled, and on looking down
at night holds in itself the image of a shin- saw a hand, the medium being at some dising star, and in the most humble, insignifi- tance from her; afterward the hand came
cant person, something good and true can and presed hers, and she recognized the
touch. It was, moreover, accompanied by
always be found.

soufe

has?“
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whispered

a voice which
names of a son

the two Christian
de
some time before.
The essayist finds no difliculty in believing
such things from credible witnewes, seeing
that every orthodox Christian believes in
similar occurrences, as narrated in the scriptures. The question in his mind is, what
sort of spirits are these that lifl tables and
pull dresses? This leads to the suggestion
thatit would be better for these who interest
themselves in Spiritualism, instead of test»
ing the medium in order to see whether
cheat, “to try the disposition. were
conditions of the spirits, and et the
an
world know theresult of theirexperiments.”
A further consideration is, if evil spirits
abound, the desirability of restoring the
doctrine of the existence of a devil, which
ther with the belief in a rmust han
sonal
urther, it is en
the fiicts of Spiritualism may p to give
some explanation of dreams and visions by
sick people, since it is likely that disturbed
physical conditions are not so much the
cause of the a paritions, as that they fit the
for t e perception of beings not
or
y apparent to human sight.” Divination and witchorafi, and many obscure
of Scripture, are allowed to be
capab e of explanation by the “records
which
of eye-witneaes and
should have more weight than a
oso hic
idea or axiom which a man may ave
en
into his mind.”
The writer furnishes one more proof of
the possibility of reconciling the facts of
primitive Christianity and modern Spiritualisin, from the starting point that ancient
and modern witneues maybe considered to
be about equally reliable. Judging from
the style of a large portion of S iritualistic
literature, the essayist is justiti in taking
this stand. And the time will soon come
when others will have to accept the facts of
Spiritualism as they now accept nearly all
the facts of science—that is, at second-hand.
All cannot be experimentalists; there must
be the teacher and the taught; life is not
long enough for truth to be perpetually discovered anew. For the present, however,
much personal research is neceaary until
Spiritnalism becomes firmly established as a
science, and its laws are as well understood
as those of physics and mathematics.
Before quitting the subject, it may be
well to pomt out, as on several previous’
occasions, that the abuse showered upon the
new truth of Spiritualism does not, as a
rule, come from the highest and most cultured section of the press. The Times, for
'

theiy
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instance, instead of pouring forth the vials
wrath, sent a special correspondent to

of its

examine the phenomena, and printed an
article about six columns long, telling the
truth in respect thereto. Nature, the organ
of the scientific world, has never committed
itself by saying anything against Spiritualism. In the present instance we have Blackwood, one of the oldest and most intellectual

of our magazines, admittin the facts in an
Some of
honorable wa
coun
newspapers, and e smaller fry of the ndon
the means of loamwho do not
press,much
of what is going on in society, are
ing
most prolific in generating slander in relation to this subject. Mr. Chas. White, the
secretary to the late Marylebone Association
of Spiritualists, once stated in public that
he had found that the Times treated unpopular movements with more fairness than the
newspapers which circulate among people of
lower average intelligence.
.

the

OHRISTIAI SPIBITUALISI.
One Hundred Reasons Why I am a Christian

Spiritualist.

BY CYRUS III’?!-I38.

44.. I am a Christian Spiritualist, because
I believethat the spirit world is the real and
substantial world, and that iritual ‘things
are the real and substantial
gs, and that
the things of time and earth are but the
patterns or figures of the real or spiritual
things in heaven. “It is therefore necessary that the pattern of thin in the heavens should be purified with 1; ese ;_but the
heavenl things themselves with better sacrifices t an these. For Christ is not entered
into the holy places made with hands which
are the figures of the true, but into the
heaven itself, now to appear in the presence
of God for us.”—Hebrews ix, 23, 24.
45. I am a Christian Spiritualist, because
I believe that spirit life is a life of
improvement, being eminently so from e
labors of love that employ their minds and
engage their hands, both in this and in the
spirit world, for they are ever busily engaged in doing good; no eye has ever yet
seen a lazy angel or an idle irit; they are
ever ministering to the com ort, safet and
happiness of man. “ Are they not ministering spirits sent forth to minister for
them who shall be heirs of salvation?"—
Heb. i, 14.
because
46. I am a Christian
I believe that the gran est places, things
'

happy

Spiritualist,
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and scenes of earth will bear no comparison
grandeur and the dazzling
thin and scenes of the
glory of the places,
glorious spirit world w ich God“ has preBut as it
for those that love him.
is written, eye hath not seen, nor ear heard,
neither have entered into the heart of man
the things which God hath prepared for
them that love him.”——1st Cor. ii, 9.
47. I am a Christian Spiritualist, because
I believe that the spirit land is a country of
substantial liberty, love and happiness,
abounding with plains of sparklin splendor,
hills of roseate beauty, vales o _gorgeous
deur, and landsca adorned with lovey gardens, blooming wns and flowery arto the radiant

bors, that everywhere entrance the vision
with rapture and delight. It is a country of
perpetual
joy, as the spirits all declare.
“ But
now the desire a better country, that
is, a heaven y; wherefore God is not
ashamed to be called their God, for he hath
prepared for them a city.”—Heb. xi, 16.
48. I am a Christian Spiritualist, because
I believethe spirit world to be the kingdom
of God, whose territory embraces the universe with all its s heres of immortality,
whose people are the
spirits of mankind, and who range unnumbered and sumless numbers, in ha py associations, through
all the spheres of t e vast beyond, directly
under the laws of love, and governed by
the Supreme Judge of the universe, who
wields the on ice and controls the fortunes
of all his peop e, and gives with pleasure
the kingdom to-all who will believe, and
obs his commandments. “ Fear not, little
floc , for it is your Father-’s good pleasure
to give you the kingdom.”—Luke xii, 32.
49. I am a Christian Spiritualist, because
I believe that in the spiritual kingdom each
happy spirit will possess a glorious inheritance, reserved for them in heaven. “ To
an inheritance incorruptible and undeiiled,
and thatfadeth not away, reserved in heaven
for you.”—1st Peter i, 4.
50. I am a Christian S iritualist, because
have homes of
I believe that we sh
and dwellings of beau in the
eavenly summer land, richer ar than
houses of ivory or
aces of rubies, and
built without hands in the heavens. “ For
we know that if our earthly house of this
tabernaclewere dissolved, we have a building of God, a house not made with hands,
eternal in the heavens."—2d Cor. v, 1.
51. I am a Christian Spiritualist, because
I believe thatif we obey all the commands
of Christ, that on our arrival into the

departed

grandeur

spirit world we will come into

ion of
real wealth and treasure t an was ever
derived from the rental of the Indies, or
from the revenues of an empire, a wealth
that can never become motheaten or stolen
from us. “ But lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor rust
doth corrupt, and w re thieves do not
break through nor s .”—Matt. vi, 20.
52. I am a Christian Spiritualist, because
I believe that the people of the spirit world
will all be clad in the richest fabrics of immortality. The wreaths and robes of the
summer land will far exceed the gorgeous
pearl-decked purple of Oriental nobles, nr
the glitterin tapestry of Persian prince.-.;
and the mi ions of the spirit clinic, for
wisdom, joy and loveliness, will far outstrip
the
s and beauties of 0lympia’s story.
“ A
r this I beheld, and lo, a great multitude, which no man could number, of all
nations, and kindreds, and people, and
tongues, stood before the throneand before
the Lamb, clothed with white robes, and
with palms in their hands.”—Rev. vii, 9.
53. I am a Christian Spiritualist, because
I believe thatwe will ever feast and banquet
amcn the host of hap y immortals, eating
table in his
and 'nking at our
spiritual kingdom, the spirit world. “ That
e may eat and drink at my table in my
xxii, 30.
54. I am a Christian Spiritualist, because
I believe that our entrance into the spirit
world ends all our weepin , pain and death
forever. “And God sha wipe away all
tears from their eyes: and there shall be no
more death, neither sorrow nor crying,
neither shall there be any more pain."Rev. xxi, 4.
55. I am a Christian Spiritualist, because
I believe that the state of true ha piness,
love and wisdom, can only be foun in the
s irit world, and ‘that onl
by obeying all
t e commandments of C rist in this life,
and following his steps as our example.
“For even hereunto were ye called, because
Christ also suffered for us, leaving us an example, that ye should follow his steps.”—1st
Peter ii, 21.
56. I am a Christian Spiritualist, because
I believe that every command of Christ
should be obeyed, and that when they are
obeyed they will accomplish the very same
miraculous blessings and benefits they did
in the days of Christ and his apostles, and
it is only those who do his commandments
that can have a right to the tree of life.
“Blessed are they that do his commandmore

£ather’s

kingdom.”-—Luke

p

-
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ments, that they may have a

right to the
gates into the city.’ —Rev. xxii, 14.
57. I am a Christian Spiritualist, because
tree of

to love

our

neighbor

life, and may enter in through the law ever 'ven

I believe that every commandment that
Christ gave in his gas I to mankind was
entirely necessary, or e would not have
given it; and he that neglects or refuses to
obey one of Christ’s commandments, knowing it to be such, is guilty of offendin in
all. “For whosoever shall keep thew ole
law, and yet offend in one point, is guilty of
all.”—James ii, 10.
58. I am a Christian Spiritualist, because
I believe that the command of Christ to
serve but one God is worthy the attention of
all mankind, for it is only the heathen that
orders the worship of a plurality of
And there can be no more three ods
in one God, than there can be three men in
one man. Father, Son and Holy Ghost are
three great principles in the one God, the
same as soul, body and mind in one man.
And it is this one God that saves the
spirits of the children of men. “ Look unto
me and be ye saved, all ye ends of the
earth, for I am God, and there is none else.”‘
Isa. xlv, 22.
59. I am a Christian Spiritualist, because
I believe that Father, Son and Holy Ghost
are three great princi les, not
rsons, and
man being composed 0 soul,
y and mind,
is in these three great
in the direct image of God. T e mind of man is
that principle that designs all; the body,
or hand, that which executes what the mind
designed, and the soul or will power that
which controls what the body, or hand, has
performed, which elucidates these three
1; features in the character of God. The
ether, or the mind of God, is that great
principle that designed and planned the universe; the Son, or the body of God, is that
great principle thatcreated the
as the Father, er mind of God, desi
or
planned it; the Holy Ghost, or e will
power of God, is that great principle that
governs and controls the universe, and keeps
in order the whole, that was designed by the
Father and created by the Son. Hence,
form one perfect,
thee three
t
good and l-wise G , just as soul, body
and mind form one perfect man, in the image and likeness of God. "For there are
three that bear record in Heaven, the
Father, the Word and the Holy Ghost, and
thee three are one."—1st John v, 7.
60. I am a Christian Spiritualist, because
I believe that the command given by Christ

principles

universe

pringiples

Yea. K-10.
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as

ourself, is the best

to mankind for the overnment of t e race, and harmonises with the

lden rule. “As ye would that men should
to you, do ye also to them likewise.”Luke xi, 31.
61. I am a Christian Spiritualist, because
I believe that the healing of the sick, as
commanded by Christ and practiced by his
tles and the early Christians, is one of
a
t e highest and holiest principles of the
gospel of Christ, because it removes all the
sickness, disease and pain, that sin has
brought upon mankind,and this is one reason
why the gospel is called good tidings of
unto all people, and the reason
great
why e commanded it so often, and the
great reason wh he made that command
the last injunction that ever fell from his
lips to man. “ They shall take up serpents,
and if the drink any deadly thing it shall
not hurt t em ; and shall lay hands on the
sick and the shall recover. So then after
the Lord h spoken unto them he was reup into heaven.”— Mark xvi, 18,
1
62. I am a Christian Spiritualist, because
I believe the command of Christ to his ministers cast
great eature o is pe, whic noto
shows the truth
wer of his religion
over all others, whic the histoiy of the
church is forced to confess, until the third
century, when the doctrines of men were
substituted for the doctrines of Christ,
and the power and utility of casting out
devils, or the demons of disease, were all
lost to the world until it is now being restored to mankind by the Christian Spiritualists, who are in many places casting out
devils in restorin the maniacs, curing the
lunatics, healing t e epile tics, etc., which
is casting out of demons t same as Christ
did and commanded his ministers to do; but
which is now denied by all orthodoxchurches
and scouted as humbug by the priesthood,
notwithstanding Christ's last commission to
his ministers declares: “And these signs
shall follow them that believe: in my name
theyshall cast out devils.”—Markxvi, 17.
0
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Its bright jasper walls I can see;
And I fancy but dimly the veil intervenes
Between that fair city and me.

—Sunday-eeloolsong.
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It is often said by those who have heretofore believed in a future life, “What good
does it do to believe in spirit communion,
even if true? It is nothing new to be told
that we shall live again. What advancement has it made in the welfare of mankind?
The Bible is good enou h for me. The
redemption purchased by" ‘hrist is sufficient
for all who will accept him.”
Spiritually speaking, this is true.’ But
the soul of man has an individuality that is
The
ever demanding individual supply.
old Bible failed to reach that spiritual
demand. Its laws and its examples are not
those to lift the soul fmm earth into the
beatitic conditions demanded by the pure
soul; on the contrary, they were to a great
extent degrading to the soul that had aspirations for holiness of heart, and an outresching to be like and dwell in the presence
of the holy God. With Christ in the New
Testament there came love, charity and a
pure life. Had it rested there, the world
would have unfolded, and long ere this undoubtedly angels and men in purity and
happiness would have walked the earth
together. But after Christcame fo 'veness
of sins, and riests assumed to be t e vicegerents of ed. The soul aflicted must
endure his disease, while the priest bashed
in the immediate presence of and held communion with God in the soul's behalf, making dollars the medium of the soul's relief,
graduatin the premium to sin, or, if sin
the absolution by the amount
paid. Protestants did not make this material condition appear in their creeds, and
yet the man of wealth holding the finest
seat in church, however had his life, was
given a high seat at the right hand of God,
through Jesus’ blood.
Again, the heaven of the Christian was
at best an indefinite locality, purely a matter of the imagination; the duties of the
s irit life a blank. The imaginary being, a
evil, was ‘given more power than God ; for
he had, as per the record, outwitted God;
for, according to all creeds, be was thering
into his kingdom at least nine-tent s of the
whole human family, establishing a spiritual
world nine times as la as God's, but which
"was as indefinite as to ocality as heaven.
Modern spirit communion, not yet twent
eight“years since the first raps at Hydesvi e
that counted ten after the little girl,” has

committecf,

-
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solved this whole mysterious problem of
God's ways to man; teaches of a philosophical heaven and hell, the laws that govern
them, and also the laws that fix the condition of the soul of man in that spirit life.
Not only that, but explains to the understanding of a child what the soul is, how it
occupies this human house, and daily is
solving problems that the most learned of
earth have worked upon these thousands of
years without result.
The teachings of Christ were very pure
when he said, “ Do unto others," etc.; but
there now comes from the higher life, not
.

moral law, not

a

a

spiritual law, but a phi-

losophical law, combining both moral and
spiritual, which is imperative upon all who
seek happinem. It comes from the mother
and is this:
of

Washington,
According to a law of divine love, we
cannot be happy in knowing that life is
eternal without making ever effort to awaken mortals to the truth of ife beyond the
grave.”
“

If this is the law of heaven, it is most
the law of earth. If the pure
‘an
are held by law to those about them
an to us of earth, we most assuredly are
held responsible, not onl that we commit
no sin, but that" we are ull of good works
in all our journey, to give knowledge of that
higher life day by day.
Asafittin close, it is a leasureto 've
to the worl the knowl go that
Washington still lives in the realms above,
and also to give in her own words a brief
description of her home, occupation and

certainly

hflry

surroundings:

Our home in the summer land, where
spend ouranduiet. happy intervals of rest
and repose,
gather sweet inspiration to
renew our life-workwith ecstaciesof delight,
is upon a
mystic river, which
gives fort enchantingsounds. On its bank
are ambrosial flowers, grottoes, statuary of
the noble and grand of earth's history, here
and there surrounded by sparklingfountains
whose crystal waters give a musical cadence
soft and sweet, where we love to retire and
meditate and ask
of higher pow“

we

golden-colored,

inspiration

Often the inha itants of other lanets
visit our loved home and wander amidst its
beautiful scenery, gathering mementos to
carry to their loved sphere, where they are
kept as tokens of remembrance. We often
revisit and hold heavenly converse on the
wonderful soul-realm of eternal life.
“ The
ph ‘cal cares or fatigues of life are
not ours.
drop those with ourgarments

er.

’
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at the gateway of earth before entering the
portals of our heavenly home, and take upon
us our vestal garments of shining and purified texture, which we change aseasily as
the rainbow its hues, adapting ourselves to
the conditions of change through different
spheres.
The scenery of the higher spheres is so
beautiful that it has not entered into the
mind of mortal to conceive of the glories
that await the pilgrim stranger to this fairy
land. Our rottoes are very beautifulwhen
covered wit singing flowers, whose fra.

“

grance greets the stranger with a wonderful

rapture.
“

We do not live in houses like those of

earth, but have glorious, sheeny apartments,

which screen from the outward observer and
yield a sweet protection in which our souls
revel and rest. Here our souls are rested
and uplifted, and like the flowers gather in
the nectar of God's glori, which makes us
more noble, in doing the great
or those who need our strength and ave
not such beautiful homes——for the desires of
the heart furnish the homes of spirit life.
Those who do not love the beautifulare not
given beautiful homes, and cannot have
them until the have grown into acondition
leries and
to appreciate t em. Our art
libraries are wonderful with t e talent dislayed which had no reco nition upon earth.
in our hlessed abode are omes for children,
where they are nourished, protected and educated in all the departments of life; having natural uardiaus or chosen ones who
are attrac
by their love of children.
Bands of children are gathered
by
their teachers and guides, who he d joyous
associations aflter visiting some other re ‘on
to luxuriate in the beauty of some sy van
shade, where tiny barks like beautiful sea
shells are darting over the sparklin waters,
filled with life and decked with autiful
flowers in varied hue, sparklingand dancing
like fairy spirits u u some emerald lawn,
when the gold an silvery sheen envelope
them in its glorious halo.
" On our
silvery waters float beautiful
homes or palaces of pleasure, where the
artist, the scholar and t can gather sweet
themes from their son s’ thoughts, blending
them with the beautiful of this heavenly
land, without the trials or sorrows of pain
or hun r from physical needs.
“
en we pass from sphere to sphere we
float at will to ever conceivableplace. As
we have passed to eeta wonders on wonders
meet our view. Beautiful, bright spirits,
as we approached them, sang and chanted

grander,

together
,
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their melodious songs, which thrilled us
with delight. They are a beautiful race—so
small, so perfect in their organizations that
they are wonderful in their magnetic life.
Vesta is a beautiful lanet whose inhabitants
of its gen" life.
partake
“ We
have given a glimpse of our heavenly home, but tongue can never express, or
mind conceive of the glories which surround
the different s heres and the millions of
spirits w ich inhabit them. We are
wor ere on different planes of intelligence
to bring the fact of spirit communion to the
knowledge of earth's children. Therefore
we ask you to work faithfully in the good
cause of progression. This is the gospel of
glad tidings of great 'oy which shall be to
all people for ever
ever."

happy
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OHBISTIAN SPIRITUALISH.
This is a phrase used to some extent of
late, andI see that Mr. Watson has ado ted
it. I question its propriety. We woul not
think of saying Christian Christianity, but
I think this would be identical with Christian Spiritualism. The moral teachings of

Spiritualism harmonize with the moral teachings of Jus and his immediate followers.
The fundamental principles of each are the
same; but Spiritualism more fully presents
the scientific character of these principles,
and more clearly exhibits their practical
bearing u n society, and opens the door for

the soci and moral reunion of earth's inhabitants and their friends who have gone to
the spirit world.
The so-called Christianity of the present
day is more largely composed of. doctrines
than of the practical moral teachings of
Jesus. Tens of thousands to-day unconsciously worship a system of faith in the
of God, and call this Christianity.
hey also denounce as infidcls or something
worse, all who view Christianity in another
Iight—who view it as love to God and man

place

put in dail practice.

Spiritua ism teaches that the road to
human hap iness lies in the romotion of
human g
in an course 0 action that
will morally,
or physically develop
humanity. The teachings of Jesus were
the same, and all his. professed followers
claim his teachings as the foundation of
Christianity. The term Christian, then,
applied to Spiritualism, is not only redundant, but im lies that there is a Spiritualism
with Christianity. If we sonot identi

mentally

Q
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eept the teachings of those who have never
investigated Spiritualism. there is a Spirit-

‘

ualism possessing another character than
Christian.
There have been mediums who taught another kind of S iritualism, but s irits never
gave it to them in the shape whic they resented it. Their character and surroun ing
social conditions shaped thecommunications
which s irits endeavored to give through
them.-

ow.

then,

ma

'udge

we

true

Spiritualism from the f se? y the exercise of our reason. Spirit communication
is a new science. No one can com rehend
of
it at a glance so as to avoid the
mistake. Spirits teach by no higher aut ority than the voice of reason.
WILLIAM CLARK.
Monticello, Iowa.
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HOW MY BROTHER WAS MADE A
SPIBITUALIBT.
B’! B. L. ELLLI'l'l'.

In the latter part of the summer of 1872,
of
I went North to examine the
S iritualism. I visited Mr. Mansfie d, Dr.
S e, Charles Foster, and Mrs. -Hardy,
besides quite a number of other mediums,
and was fully convinced that Spiritualism
was true.
Having satisfied myself in re rd
to the verity of spiritual phenomena, left
Boston to visit my relatives in Western New
York. I have two sisters and a brother living there, each about seven miles apart. I
first visited my oldest sister, and my spiritual experience was related, which. in the
country, where they have little news to engage their attention, soon spread over the
neighborhood and found its way to mv
brother-’s ears before he had seen me.
few days after he heard that “I had gone
crazy on Spiritualism.” I visited him, and
had been in the house but a short time before he introduced the subject of my “ apostacy from sound sene" in visitin those
humbugs, “spiritual mediums.” th he
and his wife spoke very harshly of Spiritualism,” and my brother indulged in a few
“
cuss words because, I suppose, he thought
the sub'ect was deservin of them. However, a r he had somew at cooled down, I
roweded to state what I had felt, seen and
eard, in broad daylight, among perfect
now and then
strangers. My brother would
“
what did
Well,
asking,
interrupt me by
that met you T ” but his wife's curiosity was
fully amused, and she would say, “ Go on;

subfect

don't mind him.” As I related the most
wonderful part of my experience (for I ke t
the best for the last) my brother began to
intensel interested, and at last jumped up,
caught old of a small table, swung it into
the middle of the room, sat down by it and
said, “ Sit down here, all of you; if those
things can he done in Boston they can be
done here. Laura, get some paper and a
Four of us seated ourselves: my
rother, his wife and son and myself. We
joined hands, and had sat perhaps “two minWhat's
utes when my ‘brother's wife said,
the matter with my hands? I never had
such a feeling before.” I said to her, “ Keep
quiet,” for I felt her hand, which was under
mine, getting cold and clammy, and in three
minutes more she was in a partial trance,
with her eyes fixed on vacancy. Her hand
began to tremble; then she took up the
pencil, scribbled a little, and then wrote a
short messa e from her own father, signing
his name.
y brother took up the paper
and read the message, and, lookin suspiciously at his wife, said,” “ Laura, di n’t you
write that to fool me? Laura had not fully
recovered from the trance, and made no anted the uestion. She
swer, and he re
said, “Write w at?” “
," said my
brother, passin over the message. She
read it and sai , “ If I wrote that I do not
know it; I am not conscious of having
written a line to-day.” My brother was
anxious to continue the sittin , but Laura
refused to sit longer, as she sai she felt so
strangely and wanted the feeling to go oil‘.
It was with some difiiculty we could get her
to sit a in, but a few days after, when we
were al at my sister's house, she consented.
As soon as «all had become quiet (about
seven or eight in the circle) Laura took up
the pencil and wrote two names, and was
about to write a third when something
seemed to interfere and her hand stoppedMy brother took u the pa r and read the
two names, and .t en sai , “That’s very
“
What’s singular? ” asked some
singular.”
“
Those
two names,” said my brother,
one.
“
for,” continued he, “ I went off by myself
this ve morning and wrote four names, and
asked t at they might be written first, and
there are the two first names I wrote, as you
can see (pulling out of his vest pocket the
slip of paper on which he had written the
names) for yourselves.’
As we were all lookin and comparing
the slip with his names an those written by
Laura, he broke out tulantly, “If you
had kept still I won (1 have got all the
names, but I believe you have all gone

pencil.”
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crazy.” We all laughed, and sister said
that she believed he would turn out as a
spiritual lecturer. My brother, who had
got a taste of the phenomena, wanted more,
and again we became quiet about the table.
Laura wrote some two messages, signing a

different name to each, and it was marvelous,
for each message was in a different h\ndwriting. One message was from our father,
and m brothersaid it was a fac-simileof our
fath s signature. My sister, who had one
of father’s letters, brought it out and we

com
signatures, and I think no one
could have told that they. had been written
by different persons.
We had one more sitting afterward at
my brother's house, and as we sat down b
the table my brother said, “ Now Laura,
want a message from some one you don’t
know, one whom all the rest of us DO know.”
“ We
Some one
are willing to take
what is sent. The influence came assoon as
everything was quiet, and Laura began to
write, but the pencil would run off the paper
and continue to write on the table-cover.
My brothertook hold of her hand and put
it back on the paper, but as soon as he
would release it her hand would go back to
the point and commence writing again. We
told him to desist until the message was
finished, and she continued to write, partly
and partly on the table. As
on the
soon as saw the message I noticed that it
was
try, and turning the paper the long
way said, “ Will the spirit write the message over, as part is lost?” Laura immediately wrote the message out, this time all on
the paper.
As soon as it was read my brother, who,
mistaking the person“ who wrote it for one of
similar name, said, It's a lie; she couldn't
compose it I " I said to him, “ Not mother,
Theo., but Phebe.” As soon as I said that
he sprung from his chair as if shot, and
cried out, “ My God, its true! its true!”
This had been a fine test to him, for he
had asked to have a message from some one
whom his wife did not know but who was
known to him, and his request had been
In his younger days the spirit who
ictated that poetry had been his sweetheart and they were engaged to be married,
but for some cause the match was never consummated, and the lady had married another, and about a year after had passed
brother
over the river. Years after in
met his present wife and marri her, and
it may be she "might have heard him speak
of Phebe, but his wife had never seen her.
My brother told me afterward that he had

replied,
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still some of Phebe’s love letters to him
written in
try. This was the message
she sent
from her spirit home:
“This beautiful land, so fair and bright,
Is flooded with eternal light;
Love reigns supreme, all hearts o’erfiow
With joy and peace earth cannot know.

"

No weary fest, nor tear-dimmed eyes
Are found in all our Paradise;
But joyous, bright, unfettered, free,
Panel.”
The soul hath perfect liberty.

Wilmington, N.

C.

For the Ame:-tan Spiritual

irspnu.

SPIBITUALISM ARELIGION.
B30. Wa'rsoN—In your April number I
rceive you have put the question (echoed
rom another source), Is S iritualism a religion? and have answered a rmativel upon
have
the premise of a certain definition.
often heard this question put before, and I
have even heard that some of our Spiritual
lecturers proppsed to speak upon Spiritualism
,

as a

science, and not as a-rel1'gion—which I

have thought strange, as I have considered
it both a science and a religion, a scientific
religion; at least a religion more scientific
than any other, a faith more according to
knowledge than any other. I observe also
ndents in this very
that one of our co
see that S irnumber, 00 vi Tibil, “ cannot
itualism is a religion ; ” and
say t at
“
about doing good was t e religion of
Jesus.’ I willsubmit for your conideration
and that of your intelligent readers, my
definition of religion.
That department of man which inquires,
Whatam I, whence came I, and whither
am I going ?—Is there a God, and if so,
what are his attributes, and what relationship do I hold to him ?—Is there for me a
life after this, a spirit life, an immortal life,
and if so, what are its conditions, and what
relationship does it hold to this life ?—that
department of our-being which asks these
and kindred questions, and attempts to answer them, I call man’s religious department;
and a man’s o inions and thoughts upon
these points, an’ his practical life in view
of them, constitute his religion.
According to this definition, as these
questions are put, and answers are effected,
religion is quite universal. Some few of the
human race do not seem to have suflicient
intelli nce to consider such matters; and if
there
some of the intelligent, even the

going
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intelligent, who negative all these least so it seems to me), for all that may be
questions, or most of them, and hence deny displaced or abandoned of the past that I do
religion, it is simply from the want of affirm- not know.
ative roof, and these form no exception to
And now 'ust one word more upon the
the ru e that man is nature religious. No definition 0 religion. Though faith
and
other view can arise ut upon this definition, works are so intimately connected in a‘religengendered by narrow egotism and selfish- ious point of view that the cannot beness, that my religion is from above, of surely ought not to be——entii-ely se
ted,
heaven heavenly-—while that of all others yet I must consider that a man's re igion is
differing from me is from beneath, of the rather his views than his acts; rather his
And this idea it is, Mr. Edi- faith, his opinions, his tenets, etc., on these
earth earth
tor, that as been the source of all the questions stated, than his works.
Works‘
religious troubles of the world—the idea is not broad enough to define religion. The
that my religion is orthodox, right, and God sentimeift of Paine, "To do good is my
is with me, and will bless me and save me, religion,” thou h in some sense rightand is
and your religion is heterodox, wrong, and often commen ed, yet gives us no light as to
God is against’ you, and will curse and damn his views on the
questions of religyou. But I cannot tarry upon this now.
ion. Some apostle 0 Jesus said (perhaps
Spiritnalism, modern Spiritualism, in its inspired “I will show you my faith b my
narrower si nification, and according to
works; and some modern a tleo hucommon un erstanding, maintains the exist(also as much inspi ) has said,
manity
ence of spirits, and that they can and do
His creed of faith can't be wrong whose
communicate with us. In such sense it is a life is in the right; and some other one
rt, at least, of our religion, but not all. (no doubt inspired as well) among the more
ii its wider signification beyond this, and
ancient said, “As a man thinketh,so is be.”
according to our understandin it maintains All these go to show that works are considall the truths of eve form 0 religion, and ered the result and evidence of religion,
in such sense it is t e all of religion. It rather than religion itself.
extends throu h and beyond all others.
E. S. Honaaoox.
I stand by piritualism as a religion in in
Chicago, March 28, 1876.
broadest sense, and I generally dislike ob—
jections of limitation. I do not greatly
object to the adjective an-istian, as Christian
For the American Spiritual Magazine.
Spiritualism, as sometimes used by you and
THOUGHT.
by many others, for there is something of
good in it. It is an admission, yea, an asserThe masses are be 'nning to perceive the
tion, according to the fact as I believe, that
of thought.
nce we were told of
power
is
or
conSpiritualism entirely considerably
of
and
the
steam
electricity. Now,
power
sistent with Christianity, and perhaps underlies Christianity, and hence at once disarms when we see themanifold operations of these
man’s bidding, we
and wins a fair consideration- agents as they
prejudice
which I think some of our speakers and begin to realize at they are but the results
writers do not take the pains to obtain. of the power of thought.' And steam and
But I thinkthe use of the adjective in any electricity are seen to be but pigmies in
other sense brin something of evil, as it is man's grasp, possessing no more power for
him than for the brute, only as the power
pregnant with t e meaning that there are of
thought bends them to his purpose.
other kinds of Spiritualism, and of not quite
Thought has drained our marshes, built
so truthful, or fine a quality. By the proofs
accorded to me I am, as I am obliged to he, our cities, made the ocean a highway for the
first a Spiritualist, without an if or a but, or nations, our wildernesses to blossom as the
any adjective or limitation that I now think rose, yoked steam to our cars, and united the
of ; and if, in the second place, Christianity ends of the world with electricity. It has
accords with it, then so much the better for given us
Christianity; and vice versa, if Christianity “The Pen and the Press! blest alliance coinbined,
is opposed to it, so much the worse for
Christianity. So also with any ism, faith To sotten the heart and enlighten the mind."
or theory in the world that is not su
Through these instruments it is sending
b any present l ble proof. An
it its effusions forth broadcast among the
th:Ila have more than a sub- males, thus itself aiding to produce new
stitute in the present, in what I know (at thought by the agitation it produces. It, is
most
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well; for the agitation of thought is the be- the world, and each mind draws its conclu-

lollini

in cushof wisdo , and wisdom is the sions therefrom. No lazy
savior of the worl
ioned pews here. S iritualism tel you that
In 1665 London was mourning over its whatever is worth aving, whether it be in
fifty thousand corpses stricken down by the the material or the spiritual universe, is
plague, whileignorance was attributing it to worth working for. Nothing trul valuable
is ever attained without labor.
must
an offended Deity and beseeching him to
do your own thinking. No priest shall preremove it. Thought has shown the Londoners that their own filth was the cause of pare aliment for you, and you “gape and
the plague, and by cleansing the city has swallow." Earnestly seek for the light,
averted its return. In the following year beauty and truth overflowing the universe
London was wailin over five-sixths of 'the about you, and you shall obtain it, and thus
in ashes. Thought, continually increase your power to receive
city withinthe
instead of wailing, has devised means where- ‘more. None can investigate Spiritualism
by fires are rendered less general, and where- without original thought. Its truths cannot
by when they do occur the lom may be made be obtained by memorizingold formulas and
dusty theologies. Thus is individual thou ht
Not in the material world alone, however, made a necessity, and so the volume of udo we see the benefits of thought. Bruno, man thought continually increased. Those
Galileo,Kepler and Newton lighted torches who, from force of habit, blindl follow the
of thought which have given man grander dictation of spirits as they have n accusandmore ennobling ideas of the magnitude tomed to do thatof priests, are soon taught
and beautyof the universe, and consequent- a valuable lesson by realizing where thesurl of its Divine Originator. These have had render of their own individuality leads
t eir effect in ennobling those who entertain them. This sets them to thinking, and so
them. Luther and his co-workers sent the brings about a far higher development of
light of thought into the darkness which their beings than a mere passive reception of
surrounded the_m, and behold man gradually creed and lazy reliance on others’ say-so can
lifted out of a blind adherence to authority ever do.
into the light of truth. The good work has
Thus does Spiritualism. while it adminisone on, and the labors of a Murray, a
ters to the most holy affections of man, cona Channing, a Parker, a Stream, a
tinually adds to the domain of thought by
Hegel, an Emerson. and a Davis, have more develo in an intense individualism. This
and more awakened thought in the mind of indivi
thoughtfulas it is, wisely perman, and shown him more and more the in- ceives the “Fatherhood of God and the
finite possibilities embodied in his own in- brotherhood of man,” and in conjunction
herent, shall I say divine nature? The with the wise and good in s heres beyond,
central idea of Luther, that “ Every man's
ition
to
faith is a sovereign power,” has had its effect,
retainin
t as a ,
t e
o
and we see Protestantism divided into almost
searchin for
light in
innumerable sects. This is well, as it is an the present. This, wise y applied, shall
approximation to individualism; but it is help to swell the advancing tide of human
not enough. The tendency of each sect is progress.
to crystallize around the thoughts of its
Such is Spiritualism. Not, indeed, a new
founder; and, supposing that the have religion, but
a higher development of that
what Pearson in his “Essay on
same grand old spiritual tree which tmk its
calls the “sum and substance of all which root far back in the
mythologiesof our prican be known," the confidently rely on
mal race; which richly budded in the Christheir creed, and wit that contented indo- tianity of 1800 ears
ago; which is now in
lence which a full fed swine exhibits, the its
beauteous booming, and which shall
cease to search for further light. This stu
bear its
ful fruit in the Harmonial
tifies, it paralyzes individual thou ht. As I Philosophy of the future.
heard a man say recently, “I on’t read
0. W. Coox.
the Bible much and try to study into its
March 29, 1876.
Warsaw,
Ill.,
meaning myself; I can't understand it, but I
.__::...Q________.
go to my minister and he explains it for
me." So are the followers of churches doEvery person who feels, 'n any degree.
the influenceof spirits, is s
This
ing to-day.
At this juncture modern Spiritualism faculty is inherent in man, and consequently
makes its advent. It presents its facts to is not an exclusive privilege.
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WHY SHOULD WE ORGANIZB?
Paul exhorted Timothy to be ready to
give a reason for the hope within him; and

and women who never saw a Spiritual
r
tract, or ever learned from any re in lo
source what the teachings of this new gospel

pa

or

were.

When Jesus commissioned his disciplu to
preach, he forcibly instructed them to go
out into all the world and reach his
to every creature-—into t e lanes and y,

Scripture is of private interpretationwhat it saith unto one it saith unto all—I
apply Paul's precept to myself. I indulge a
"
hope, to me one of brightness, that ‘the
e
c
re
r,
every
yse
teachings of the spiritual religion or hiloso- Spiritualist teacher as 'ust asan much
the dis1-liy are yet to bless and save the wor d from
eter,
the darkness of superstition and the blindueso our
an
e
ms an
n«-as of false creeds.
the
as
today
And why do I hope that the future will
commission t e serent ; an
be more prolific in o portunities for the w en e brothers and sisters
in t e lecture
regard
my
than is witnessed and medium field as
spread of spiritual
as zealous for
being
just
in the present, or recorded in the past? My the truth as were the older
disciples.
Why
reason for this hope is founded upon the
then do the wheels of spiritual progress
strong native common sense of theAmerican move so
many willing lecSpiritualists. I do not expect that the turers unem oycd? soJ esus
answers this
future will produce many minds of deeper
“
ow can they hear without a
question:
intellectual culture or higher s iritual enand
preach without
dowments than the minds that fil the ranks preacher,sent? I can
think ask a rtrnent
they
are
of active Spiritualism to-day, nor do I build
to-day when I ask, Who s all send
my hopes of the final triumph of our cause
em
upon the probabilitiesof future wonderful
With
of few isolated
developments of spirit war. But I do eties in our arger cities, t e whole
efforts o
build my hopes upon t e common sense, our s akers are
and without defidesultory
businem ideas of our people.
niteo ject. Our lecture system often reminds
We have talent enough today in our
the
between a well-reguranks, if pro rly directed and employed, a. , appoints and systematicall organto convince t e world of the truth we teach, ized
gang of partisan s irmisharmy, and atheir
and to utterly confound all our opponents, ers fightin
on
own book. Wh has
and a read the knowledge of this glorious the great mily of Methodism accumu ated
gospe all over our land. We have medi- and concentrated so much of
wer and
ums enough, of every shade of development,
wealth and numerical strength Not beto present the proof palpable of immortality cause they had a truer faith, greater talent,
before the eyes of every man, woman and or braver men than we have, but because
child in the nation. But is this done? We theygathered all their resources into a workhave men of wonderful eloquence and inspi- ing. organized force; because they s temaration, and women who possess every requi- tized every agency at theircontrol ;
site gifl: to move the people. Yet how many, every man, woman and child in their comspeakin , out of the teeming munion were under a sound directive concomparatively
millions of our
ple t ere are, who seldom trol; because they worked togethershoulder
or never hear t is gospel preached I
to shoulder, all at it, and always at it. Why
As I sit writing this lovely Sunday morn- has the Roman church reached such colossal
ing, in old Massachusetts, in the center proportions? Not becauseof their creed, for
almost of the State, I can count numbers of thatrepels and benumhs all spiritual as iratowns around me that have not had a spirit- tion, but because every force, every ta ent,
ual lecture delivered in them for years, and every agency of the entire church has been
some that never had one at all ; and yet I
persistentl or nized, concentrated and dihat as been the secret of suecea
count in the Banner qf Light a list of hun- rected.
dreds of lecturers, many of whom are sel- in theMormon church? Persistent organizadom cmployed—not because of lack of tal- tion. Take awa this element of co-opera»
ent to present the truth of Spiritualism to tion from the
ethodist, or Roman, or
other religious amothe people, but simply because there is no Mormon church, or
organized directive agency to employ and ciation, and they wil crumble and melt
sustain them. In every section of the coun- away like snow beneaththe rays of a July
try there ars thousands of intelligent men sun.
as no
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Are 8 iritualiststoo wise, or too roud, or
from
to take a lesson in
their opponents? The policy that has built
up the so-called Christian churches, even
under their lead of false creeds and the
deadly incubus of superstition, surely couldnot harm a fraternit of thinking, reasoning
e must sooner or later
men and women.
face this grand fact. We have a fearful
conflict to fight with the hosts of error and
riestcraft; the war will not be ended in a
y. Then let us husband our resources;
let us put our machinery in order; let us
drill our soldiers; let us garner carefully our
ammunition and comm’
departments,
under well-tried officers; let us put every
man and woman into their fitting place in
the ranks, and go to the warfare fully
equipped and organized to conquer.
To make our organization successful we
need no creed, nor need we drop one atom
of independent thought. All we need is to
assent to the doctrines of immortality and a
conscious- communion of spirit friends, and
the gospel of righteousness through doing
right ;‘ we need not dip into our pockets
very deeply to carry our objects to completion ; a tithe of the sum id by the average
of church memberswoul furnish our organized etforts with_sinews of war enough to
send a missionary lecturer into every county
of the Union. A trifling sum from every
Spiritualist in such an organization would be
enough to flood all the waste places of our
Zion with Bpiritualistic literature. It would
be an easy matter for a rightly directed organization to find and sustain a thousand
colporteurs to open out the light of
great truths in every house in the
nd.
What fitter time than
Shall we
this centenni year? One century ago the
fathers of this nation organized a new, free
civil and political government. How better
can we honor the memory of those glorious
wortbies than by organizin a new dispensation of religious and
But I am warned that space in the MacAZINE is limited
one thought more and I
close. Organization will resupply the social
life many of us lost when we left the old
churches. I miss often the warm, hearty
hand-shake afier the old-fashioned classmeeting. By organizing we, too, can hold
if we please, and can
our class-meetin
t er in all the warmth and
come closer
afinity of social life.
Let wiser heads take up the text I have
crudel
Above all things let us
heed o n’s injunction, Love one another.
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WORDS 01‘ 0113313..
B30. WA'rsox—Recently I chanced to

see your interesting monthly.
Rapidly
glancing through it, and culhng out here
and there a sparklingtruth, I listened to its
voice that said, “Pure and undeiiled.” I
rejoice to find that you do not deal in invectives against anybody, that you take no
pleasure in discovering the errors and sins
of others; but, on the contrary, that you
delight in presenting the better side of the
human, and that you breathe through your
clean
the spirit of the ever-living
Christ of the heavens. It is most lamenta'bl’e and damaging to our heavenly gospel,
when‘ any of us, editors, speakers or medi-‘
ums, nurture jealousies and vituperations.
Nothing so retards the diffusion of our truth
like this. What are we, though Spiritualists in name, if we are envious of each
other’s success, anxious for a reputation, or
rejoicing whenever and wherever we can
find a spot on our neighbor-’s character, or
putting a spot there to contrast before the
public with our assumed virtue?
Precious to us is the evidence of our immortality through the ministry of angels,
but much more precious is the loving and
sanctifying spirit of the angels beating in
our hearts and shining in our persons. And
what a weak and impractical people are we,
.

if we refuse this s irit come to save us——
what a power of re ormation if we entertain
it in unity of purpose l
God speed to on, in your labor of love,
Bro. Watson.
our Maosznu-1 will live in
the hearts of its readers because of its heavJ. O. Bsrumrr.
enly charity.

Tm: Im~:n'rrrr or PRDHTIVE CamerSp1m'rUs1.IsM.”—
AND Mon
The second volume 0 this admirable work,
just issued from the press, is an able conclusion of the first, and even more interesting,
being the ripened fruit of one of the most
able and scholarly minds in the ranks of
In treatingall these
Spiritualism.
great subjects the authorbegins by tracin
out illustrativephenomena in the Bible,
having laid his foundation there, works his
way up to the modern of similar character,
with research that seems exhaustless. He
binds the new and old together with chains
of adamant, and makes it im
'ble to reject one without rejecting
Spiritualisrn is presented as a whole with
a thorou hues and completeness which
leaves lit e more to be said. It is a lib
within itself.—Religio-Philosophical Jon
“
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calm as they enter the great

81'. LOUIS, Mo.
REV. S. Wa:rsox—I anxiously look from
month to month for the advent of your
Maoaznm. What the world most needs at
the resent time is convincing evidence of a
life yond the grave, and the relation of
the present life to that, portrayed in livin
characters “to be known and read of
men,” in such a manner as will he acceptsble to all. Your journal admirably covers
this ground, and is destined to do much
good and make many hearts glad.
I, as a Presbyterian, have felt for many
years that infidelity and materialism were
the governing principlesin our church, until
we have become a clog to the progressive
disposition of the evening of the nineteenth
century. What we need to give us life is
the knowledge and practical teaching of ancient and modern Christian S iritualism.
B. DODGE.
Very truly,

all

ocean

of eter-

As we ply the cars which guide this
nity.
frail bark
the
we

through

driving current,

become wearied, and when faint and exhausted we lay them down and float with
the “new life,” the soothing influence of
“
rest for the weary" makes us forget that
we have to go on, on, on—ever looking for
the light thatshall illume the soul. I would
fain know of the inner life. I would have
its treasures brought to light. I ask firr the
morning dawn; yea, the sunlight of God I
ask. Will some angel guide your hand to
imprint upon the pages of the “ wee ” book
glorious truths that emanate from the DiL. A. B.
vine?

The following is from a preacher eighty
years old :
“ Your books
are doing much good, and
you will reap a rich reward in the spirit
land. Your Maeazma the angels say is
scattering truth broadcast for the healing of
the nations. Christian Spiritualism is reachMarroox, ILL.
far and wide, and will eventually overDR. WAT30N—I am an old investigator ing
throwsectarian bigotry, fanaticism.idolatry,
of sixteen years’ time. My wifeis orthodox.
orthodoxy and mythology,etc.,
but somewhat favorably impressed could it priestcraft,
and the glorious millennium, by the aid of
be demonstrated in accordance with Bible the
ministry, will overspread our
authority. I see the aim of your publics» earth,angelic
and righteousness, peace, love and
tion is to assimilate the past with the present
will reign triumphant. and open oomdevelopment of the human family,as intel- purity
munion will abound between men on earth
ligent and natural laws are understood by and men in heaven. Amen and amen. The
investigators.
from the upper sanctuary satisfy
truths I
I was at New Orleans in January, and all the get
aspirations of my soul, and
longing
attended several of Mrs. Hollis’ seances. I I
soon to meet the unnumbered milexpect
found hera
reliable medium in her lions in the land of souls, and will shout the
,
development and manifestations, and was
of God for the glorious revelation of
told by her that should I visit Mrs. Anna
hristian Spiritualism. Dear brother, I
Stewart, of Terre Haute, my spirit friends shall meet you in the glorious mansion of
would materialize themselves to my view the
and if you gain a higher sphere I
satisfactorily. I have done so, and found hopehlest,
will come and help me upward.
you
all demonstrations foretold correctly by Mrs. God and the angels
will bless you.
Hollis. I saw not less than fifty material“
Yours truly,
J orm Sournsnn."
ized spirits during the five days I was there,
and four of my own family, beyond any
After the shower the tranqullo sun ;
doubt to my mind, correctly materialized
Silver stars when the day is done.
and recognized by myself. I wish to
After the snow, the emerald leaves,
in regard to your medium, Mrs.

réraises

gistedMiller,

Yours for truth,

kefip
.

.

A.. J. MCNEIL.

81-. Louis, Mo.
The tide of
sweeps
down the stream of life; e debris in its
path causes the stream toseem dark and.
turbulent, but as the course is winding and
crooked, the floating mass is often caught
shore, and
upon the fastened snag or
the waters rush on and
me pure and
.

.

.

prczgression
ggtoing

After the harvest, golden sheaves.
After the clouds, the violet sky;
Quiet woods when the wind goes by.
After the tempest, the lull of waves;
After the battle, peaceful graves.
After the bud, the radiant rose;
After our weeping, sweet repose.
Aner the burden, the blissful meed;
After the furrow, the waking seed.
After the flight, the downy nest;
Over the shadowy river-—rest.
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BULBS
in singing some simple melody for a few
it will greatl tend to quiet the
Regulating Spiritual Oiralss. minuta
unrest of the mind an soothe the asperities
From a small pamphlet with the above of the day. The circle should be formed in
the evening, when celestial magnetisms are
title, published in, Westfield, N. Y., and known
be more potential, and descend in
designed for the use of those who have lost greater toabundance
to the earth‘than when
dear friends and are uncertain in regard to the sun’s
rays are falling upon it. After
their fate, we make the following extract:
the singing the feelings of all should subside into a condition of quiet and profound
TOTHEBERBAVED.
tranquillity. The light should be mellowed
Death has been .considered a monster, down, no stir or footfall should be heard on
invading every household, and snatching this side the boundary of the spirit world.
ive, or at least not
away the darlings of our bosom, as if the Let the mind he
_

for forming and

‘

feelings of the survivors were of no account
whatever. A father, a mother, a brother,
a sister, and, the tender-est tie of all, children, are taken away, never more to be seen
or even heard from in this world. Is it
reasonable that we should be in- utter ignorance of the condition and whereabouts of
the loved ones of our households? Many
will say, it is not for us to know about the
departed after the spirit leaves the body;
but this is merely an assertion. There is no
law, natural or moral, against our knowing;
there is a law by which we may ascertain
whether our friends live at all, and what is
their condition, thought, occupation and

destiny.

How shall we know to a certaint that
existence continues, unless our riends
come and inform us that they live, and that
we shall live, and that by evidences that
cannot be disputed? Thousands in our land
hear from the departed, and are assured that
_a future existence is a reality.
It is not sufiiciently understood that
fathers, mothers. sisters, children, who leave
the world with affection for thoseleft behind,
linger about the household, and are more or
less with the family. They know the
thou hts and doings of each member. The
worl ought to know this. It is the only
thing that will redeem it from crime and
evil.
our

‘

Runes.

No spirit in the mortal, but has its kindred
in the s irit world. These are ever ready
to man‘ est their resence and give counsel
and advice to the oved ones here when conditions are made favorable to enable them to
do so. Such conditions may be established
in every famil circle, when spiritual visitations will sure y be made.
The circle is formed simply b the members of a famil seating themse ves around
A light dress stand is very
a table or stan
Place the hands upon it,'the palms
ownward, resting lightly. If all can join

good.

.

wish or act towar any one of the circle.
A desire that somebody should speak or be
influenced, especially if such person is conscious of the wish or expectation, destroys
the conditions most favorable to the spirits,
and confuses their arrangements. If the
mind of the circle, which ought to be unitized as much as possible, act at all, let it be
in a fervent aspiration that the will of good
spirits be done and manifested in whatever
manner to them seemeth most good. Don’t
call upon them for raps, for tippings or for
anything else, but leave them free to choose
wisely to act through the conditions they

Eng
11

.

When the rape are heard or the table tips,
it should be the object of all to have them
intelligently interpreted, that the sense of
the spirits may be understood; this can’ best,
be done by observing the strictest decorum

and following an oirderl catechism, by
asking questions, plain, irect and to the
point, if you ask questions at all; be sure
you understand your own uestion before
you ask the spirit for an inte ligent answer.
But let no question he asked unless the information desired shall be to illustrate the
truth of spirit intercourse, or be in its character of general interest. Developed spirits
seldom indulge in personal detail, carrying,
as the do, the same principles of philosophic
thong t into the spirit world thatcharacterized their minds in this. VVhen such information is sought as shall gratify only the

idle, the illiterate, the vicious, the vain, the
vindictive, the retailer of scandal, etc., a

corresponding

are

class of

undeveloped spirits

attracted, and our Redeemer, TRUTH, is

crucified.
One person only should ask questions at a
circle. If any other has a question to put
let it be
to the person who interrogates, an _y him or her only be proponnded to the spirits. Durin the session of the
circle the members shoul not manifest any
excitement, nor indulge in any distracting
.

sufisted

'
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conversation or irrelevant talk. Spirits
should never be asked for the name they
bore on earth, or anything respecting their
earth history. They alwa s give such information when it is thong t well to do so,
and sometimes the disclosure of the name of
the revelator defeats the beneficent object of
the s irits, by arousing our distrust or pride,
and t ereby destroying the harmony of the
condition.
Circles should meet regularly once, twice
or three times a week, and members should
be punctual in their attendance at the stated
time for meeting. The same table, the same
chairs and the same positions at the table by
the members should be scrupulously maintained. No person but their own members
should be permitted to join the circle under
any pretext, unless the spirits consent or
first ropose the name of the party thus
int uced; and if the presence of any
visitor is felt by a memberof the circle to be
discordant or inharmonious, such person
ought to be politely informedof the fact, and
requested to withdraw from the room, for
the law of harmony is that through which
the spirits manifest their presence and bear
messages of great joy from God to man.
When the spirits manifest themselves by
rapping upon,“ or tipping the table or stand,
say to them, Is it the pleasure of our good
s irits to communicate with the members of
t is circle? If so, please rap (or tip the
table, as the case may be) three times, to
signify Yes, or once tosignify No.” After
the response is given, ask the spirits if the
circle is properly and harmoniously formed;
and if it is not, proceed to form as they may
direct. The aged and the young’ may be in
the same circle; the number of ersons may
vary from three to thirteen, the t circles,
however, numbering five or seven members.
When the circle is thus formed and the
spirits si nify their willingness to communicate, t e alphabet will then be called,
commencing at A B C D, and thus continue
until the letter is reached or s oken which
the spirits desire to use in spa 'ng a word,‘
thev will rap or ti the table three times,
and then the alpha et must be again repeated, until the next letter is indicated in like
rocess must the
manner. By this slow
beginner receive his first essons of instruction, of love and encouragement, from the
spirit world; but soon these tiny ra or
table ti pings on the celestial telegrap are
ed, when higher and more varied
supe
manifestations accrue.
When circles are first formed they should
be composed of persons only that stand upon

thesame plane of spiritual development with
each other; this can be better understood
by illustration,thus: a person who has been
a rapping or tipping medium, and has progressed to the impressions], clairvo ant,
semi-trance or full trance condition of evelor
opmeut, should never sit again in rapping
tipping circles, though they may remain in
the room and give instructive utterances to
such circles. Various reasons have been
iissi ed for imposing this regulation.
e foregoing suggestions have been made
by a very good spirit, whose earnest desire
is that more circles should be organized and
the cause of truth be made to prosper.
D

T KINDS OF IUHB.

kinds of mediums may be
The pa-inci
classed as fol ows:
First, Ph sical. Under this head may
be arran
all the phenomena of table
lifting, rapping, writing, drawing, levitation
of furniture, abstraction of articles through

walls,‘ healing, etc.
Second, Psychical. Under this head may
be arranged all the phenomena of dreams,
visions, impressions, prophecies, trance discourses, inspirational music, poetry, clairaudience, clairvoyance, psychometry, etc.
That magnetism is one of the agents, or
media, of spirit phenomena, there is little

doubt. Of mineral and animal magnetism,
we may be said to have some knowledge;
but s iritual magnetism has scarcely been
thong t worth consideration ; hence, the
absurd prejudices which obtain, even in
scientific circles, to the utter exclusion of all
evidence on this most useful study, because
it is, in fact, the beginning of the alphabet
of the soul's immortality.
It is im
ible to know what kind of mediums may be found in a circle until a trial
is made. It is important that all the forerules be strictly obmrved, and then
watc developmenm. It is not unworth to
desire some
if thatdesire is min
motive.
ow beautiful it is to be
a
ab e to write from a control of a spirit—a
near and dear friend, perhaps a son, a daughter, a father or mother.
Again, clairvoyance opens the spiritual
eye, and inconceivable wonders are perceived. A good seer will describe the spirits
in a circle—he will see them, and, if he be
clairaudientas well, hear them talk. One
author says he believesclairvoyance to be a
birthrightof every human being; that all
will one do. possess it; that children will
be born, an that even now, coarse as we
are, some of us, can develop it.

going]
good specialkgift,
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ORGANIZATION.
We have published several communications in regard to this important subject.

In our last issue we copied an able editorial
from the Spiritual Scientist, giving some
strong reasons for organization. We publish in this number an article from Brother
Alcott advocating it. We have always
favored local organization, preparatory to a
general one, and have been “ watching and
waiting" for some movement looking to a
time and place at which to take at least the
initiatory steps toward the accomplishment
of this very-desirable object. As we have
seen none yet, at the solicitation of some of

correspondents we venture to suggest a
meeting for this purpose to be held at Phil-

our

adelphia on the 5th day of July next.

This
centennial year of our nation's existence, it
seems to us, would be a proper time to begin
to organize that which we believe is ultimately to bring about a revolution more
potent than that which we commemorate on
the 4th of July.
On that day a nation was born which has
progrmed more rapidly than any of which
we have knowledge—one that is destined at
no distant period to wield an influence upon
the nations of earth, in the emancipation of
mankindfrom political and mental bondage.
Many and great were the struggles through
which our forefathers passed before that
memorable day dawned upon their horizon.
Time has demonstrated their wisdom, and
their perseverance has been crowned with
success ; and so long as mankind love civil
and religious liberty will they be held in
grateful remembrance by those who enjoy
thipriceless boon.
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In this land of

quarter of

a

freedom, a little over a
century since, modern Spirit-

ualism commenced its career. In an humble, poor Methodist family, in an obscure
village, was discovered a medium of communication between the natural and the
spiritual world. History scarcely affords an
example of such fierce opposition as has been
waged against Spiritualism, yet it has engirdled the world and every oflicial position
among the nations. In other and distant
parts of the earth it has been organized and
its machinery working well for the propagation of its glorious truths.
Shall we of America, who were years in
advance of our mother country in receiving
this last and best edition of God’s good will
to man, still lag behind her in adopting
measures for its universal promulgation?
The Spiritualistic ranks are made up of
those whose antecedents are more diverse
than any of which we have knowledge.
Many whose opinions have been as far apart
as the poles have been brought in close
proximity to each other by the harmonizing
influences of spirit teachings. Many who
did not believe in any existence after the
present, have come to the knowledge of the
truth of a future state. Though there now
is, and perhaps ever will be, a great diversity of opinion among Spiritualists in regard
to some things, yet there is universal agreement upon some great cardinal truths, some
basic principles, sufiicient to unite upon
without infringing upon individual freedom
of belief. We have,found a tendency to
harmony during the quarter of a century
we have been investigating, and believe it
would be greatly increased by our organization and consequent association together.
Let us, then, this centennial year of our
nation, meet together in conference at the
time and place of this celebration, and at
least commence an organization, upon a liberal basis, embracingonly thosefundamental
principles upon which there is harmony
among Spiritualists, and ignoring thatwhich
does not legitimatelybelong to Spiritualism.
Where there are local organizations let
them send one or more delegates. Where

‘
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there are none, and but few Spiritualists, let
them organize and send a representative.
And where there are none, let those come
who can, and represent themselves, and as
far as they can, the section of country to
which they belong.
What say the Banner, Journal, Sci'ent'
and others in regard to these suggestions?
The London Spiritualist thus concludes an
article on their organization in England:
.

“Those who, from the quiet retirement
private life, took rt in the work of
organization in the Spiritual movement in
Great Britain, first of all assed through
themthe preliminary process of
selves in the consideration of these great
principles, after which they gained fresh
experience in the work of putting them into
practice. Much greater freedom than before
was conferred u 11 individuals who took
part in the un ertaking; those faithful
workers who previously had no voice in the
ublic affairs of S iritualism, and who had
while noisy or
n looking on
thoughtful individua s pleased or displeased
them, by taking public action without the
sanction, but in the name of the body at
large, were installed in their rightful positions, and the would-be representatives derived of their improper wer. Individual
piritualists graduall fe into those places
in which they were
t fitted to work for
the good of the movement; they further
obtained a voice and a power in the conduct
of the
business of Spiritnalism of
which t ey had previously been deprived by
disunion and disorganization, those greatest
foes of liberty.
“Another boon conferred on the movement by organization is, that we are redually learning how to put into
he
ation the art of self-government.
amount of work in the preliminary stages
of organizing has been heav , showing the
wisdom of undertaking it
no particular onslaught was made upon the movement
from without, and which would have necessitated the hasty banding together into not
the most harmonious groups, of incongruous
elements inexperienced in their new functions. Those who have not considered the
point can scarcely realize the power, both of
offense and defense. which has been uistly
and deliberately ‘nod b the Spiritual
movement since t e ear 873. Strength
has taken the placeo weakness; harmony
of discord; freedom of individual rule.”

of

educating

elplessly

public

practicaloper-

when

LAW AID REASON.
We make a few extracts from a communication in the Olive Branch from a spiritual
standpoint, by H. Starr King. The longer
we live the more fully are we convinced
that all things are controlled by universal
law. The miraculous and supernatural exist only in the minds of those who have not
beenable to see that law is necessary for the
government of the universe of matter and
mind in the natural and the spiritual worlds.
The Great First Cause has established those
laws, which, if implicitlyobeyed, will insure
our physical, intellectual, moral and spiritual well-being in both worlds. We sin
against ourselves when we violate any of
them, and must of necessity receive the
punishment due, either in this world or the
next. All spirit manifestations come under
laws which when properly understood will
banish the marvelous from investigations of
this glorious harmonial philosophyof spirit
communion.
In the code of nature's laws all matters

pertaining to the material world are positive,
and they apply equally to mankind. If

there have been manifestations of power
which could not be accounted for becauseof
ignorance, or are at the present, a little
more light and suficient knowledge will
give a plain solution of the seeming mystery. If you see a spirit from our world
in a materialized form, the manifestation
should not be considered marvelous. If you
if
hear the spirit in that condition s
, or
they write, there is nothing marve ous about
it, only the application of natural laws that
govern all forms of spirit and matter in the
material world. This should be understood
by all, whether investigating or not, that
God has not nor will work what are called
miracles. He works through and by his own
laws in all matters seen or unseen. This has
been the case from the beginning of time,
and will remain as long as God rules; hence,
when you expect some startling manifestation to be made for yoiires cial benefit,
show great ignorance 0 God and the
aws overuing your organism, and you will,
I am appy to state, be disappointed; and
the sooner mankind settle down on a firm,
solid basis in
to spirit manifestations,
the more satisfactory will they ap r, and
mankind receive more permanent leuings.

you
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Could some persons that have mediumistic
powers see themselves as they are known by
many in spirit life, they would cease their
marvelous teachings and come to a reasoning basis, using the facilitiesof reason implanted within them hy the same wer they
seek to clothe in mystery.
ll spirits,
whether in spirit or mortal forms, are instruments in the hands of Infinite power, to be
used in the perfection of His laws. If mankind learn what are His laws through the
mediumship of spirit manifestations, then
we, as spirits, have filled so far our dut to
ourselves and to our God. Let me say ere
that there is no more asked of spirits in that
form than the are able to perform, being
governed by t e grade of intelligence enjoyed equal with those in the mortal form.
We are not infinite any more than you
are; then how can you reasonably expect a
spirit to do or perform anything out of the
course of natural laws? We can take full
'on of certain "organisms and use them
in various forms, such as speaking and
writing, thus giving our thoughts and ideasof;
application
yet this is done by the
natural laws, as shoul be apparent to all.
Still, there are some matters connected with
this truth that may seem strange to a rson
not familiar with the operations of t e mediumistic force as connected with the human
organism. There must be certain magnetic
and electric forces in the human system that
will blend with ours. When such is found
we can operate; without these elements we
could not manifest.
So that you can readily see that there is
nothing marvelous so far. You will find in
all the difi'erent phases of spirit manifests»
tions the same laws operating which hold
good today and'will as long as time lasts.
Another class of seekers after the marvelous
are people that expect those in spirit life are
going to make or perform some master
stroke of generalship, thereby rendering both
famous, and particularly the one in mortal
form I We are not going to make any such
demonstration, nor have we the power if so
inclined. True, we can foresee events to a
certain extent and sometimes give them,
but when -the appointed time arrives the
person thinks he or she has found a mine,
when in fact we could only. see and base our
opinion on the law of cause and effect of
what would be the result of a certain line
of conduct. We take interest in our channels of communication, for that is our path
to future happiness, by working through
that to reach mankind. When we find one
that is true to the higher intelligences we

(proper
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prize it as such, but even through that we
do not rform marvelous feats. We expect
the m ium to exercise judgment, and we
respectfully ask all people to retain that
prerogative. It was given you to use.
No intelligence in spirit form, or mortal,
has the right to usurp and take possession of
your store of intelligence. True, we often
give su gestions, but if your reason tells you
positive y different, you are at liberty and

bound to use it; but when you have a
channel and have full confidence,
nowin the s irit to be reliable, then you
would 0 we] to listen and see if it is not
ri ht. To all interested in the investigation
0 spirit communion, I respectfully ask you
to use reason in advancin ideas. Show to
the world that you are miliar with what
you profess to teach.
are

positive

n

EDITOR'S TABLE.
The Olive Branch. This is the title of

a

monthlyperiodical published at Utica, N.
Y., for gratuitous circulation. The object
of this publication is to assist in giving the
world proof that man lives after leavi_ng his
earthly body, possessing all the powers of
mind and a complete individuality as fully
A circle of
as when in the earthly form.
life
in
intelligent spirits spirit projected the
enterprise, and will carry it forward, asking
only the co-operation of mortals, so that
they may be heard. Those who may wish
“

A

the paper sent to them, or further information concerning the matter, should addrea
The Olive Branch, 49 Rutger street, Utica,
N. Y." We make the foregoing extract to
let our readers know of the existence of this
paper. We have only the third number
and have read it all with much interest.
We find much in it to heartily recommend.
mom.

I

would, in the present epidemic qf

of thisclass of mediums (for materialization) caution those who undertake the
investigation that they must enter upon it
with the utmost candor, freedom from prejudice, patience and kindly feeling, as well as
withalertness and skill, if they would arrive
at conclusions that will stand the fire of
this day of judgment. Let them remember
that it is not absolutely necessary that they
should be overwhelmingly convinced at

ure

“

or else rush to the opposite conclusion
imposture l— A. E. Newton.

once,

of

”

I
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PURIPIBD THROUGH SUFFERING.
BY KARI DANA BEINDLI3.

For what I am and what I hope to be
I bless the sorrows that have tortured me;
Through their most kind assistance have I gain’d
Strength to toil upward; and I have attained
An elevation where I freely breathe,
Nor four the distant vapors which the earth
enwreathe.

Thanking my Father for his guidance too,
With quiokened step still will I upward go,
Not merely driven by earth's discordant din,
But drawn by an attraction all divine;
Thus doubly influenced soon may I gain
A station far above all danger and all pain.
And when to earthly cares I must descend,
Be ever near me, oh, Almighty Friend!
My footsteps in the paths of safety guide,
And succor send if evil should betide;
And if, like Jesus, tempted I should be,
Hay blessed spirits come and minister to me.

knew what to think of his condition, but
thou ht he might linger some time. He

woulcgi

have sought any further rehis exit, for he was pecu r,
tion at thetime
you know, about the pre
of death. He would have felt different had
he experienced more of the S 'ritual Philosophy. He loved you all; e loved his
charming home, and would have been willing to linger and suffer. He was tooearthy.
I tried to change his feelings upon this
point, for I knew he must soon come to me
We are together most of the
or near me.
time. We are here together in our interltions, for he istvery anxious to do something
for the cause which is bringing to light.
many things which to him were all dank.
He seems very happy, but very restless,
now that he can be engaged in some important work. His aim and efibrts are pretty
He will do all he can for the church,
ut there are some church teachings that are
still repu ant to‘him. Johnnie did not
to ave as good a home as in earth
never

paration for

'

.

f;pect
1 e.

Tell us something about your home in the
spirit land.
HOME OOHHUNIOATION.
I can tell you there is almost too much
We received the following communication materiality in the homes we have here, for
_

at our home circle

recently :

any on the earth to accept any description
we might attempt to give. We do not intend to tell you all about it, for you would
then have a too correct idea of what it is,
and robably lose sight of anything else of
whic we might give a detailed account.
You are all learning about as much as you
can digest in the earth life. You may believe me when I say that I have realized m
beau ideal of a home in all I ever desi
This will do for one time, and
some
other time you can geta lit e more from
me. We have said enough now. Johnnie
is with me, and says “ Love.” Good night!

Dnan Sau‘o1=.n—I have been about here
have not said anyyou concerning an subject particular y, only as I and Col. all would agree
u 11 certain points and he would write
ugh Ellen. He is intensely interested,
and so are all of us. We want you to be
very independent; no matter how much
the Millers for only
you are dependent
one phase of the su ject, and the one we
consider the least important, still it is imfor an investigation upon your part.
on must turn your attention now more to
MOLLIE.
an or nization, to rivate home circles and
the evelopment o mediums. There is a
DR. CROWELL'8 Lam: Woax. —-This is
very rapid advancement in this particular. a work intended for the instruction of all
We are busy performing this rt of our classes—believers and unbelievers, church
duty, and it is a good motive which prompts members and materialists—in the spiritual
usto it. This brings us to earth oftener philosoph and phenomena. Readers of all
than we would come under other circum- shades 0 opinion will, by its perusal, be
stances. Now ask any question.
surprised at the array of demonstrated
Will you tell me something about John- proofs of the unit of the teachin and
phenomena of the ible with those 0 modnie’s entrance into the spirit world 1
It is a
ect
em spiritualism.
Well, Samuel, I can never tell you all of storehouse of facts gathered from al parts
what you would like to know. Johnnie of the world and from every age of its ex-«
istence. Besides this, the authorhas a large
was in no condition at the time life left him
to embrace the new condition. He hardly personal experience.—Sps'n'tual

great deal lately, but
thin to

a

up)on

gyrtant
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